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Abstract 

The wealth of information available to the general aviation (GA) pilot has led to 
increased cockpit workloads which detract from the real-time situational 
awareness. As an addition to traditional (manual) systems control, speech 
recognition may offer more direct access to cockpit functions. In this research 
project, we designed and demonstrated a voice-activated cockpit (VAC) 
prototype. We 1) determined which GA cockpit functions can and should be 
voice-activated, 2) crafted a new BNF grammar for the chosen VAC 
functionality, 3) adapted Adacel’s speech recognition demo system to VAC, 4) 
demonstrated and experimented with VAC using a flight simulator, and 5) 
designed, built, and flew a VAC in a real test aircraft. We achieved acceptable 
recognition performance and identified the next steps necessary to optimize and 
transform this prototype into a certifiable new product category for GA. 
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1. Identification and Significance of the Innovation 
The concept of Precision Visual Flight Rules (PVFR) is based on the hypothesis that 
aircraft navigating precisely, using Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) Global 
Positioning System (GPS) navigation capabilities, within narrow, obstacle-protected 
airways can reduce Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT) accidents when operating 
under marginal Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) or other disorientating, 
potentially dangerous conditions, such as a very dark night in an obstacle-rich 
environment. 

PVFR has become possible because advances in navigation and processing 
technology allow the pilot more information with which to achieve better situational 
awareness. Multi-sensor navigational data, advanced information processing 
techniques, and improvements in display technology all provide better access to this 
information. On the downside, however, an increasing number of information sources 
need to be scanned and the information from those sources processed. This wealth of 
systems and levels of information has led to layered controls, with menu-type access 
on displays, and multifunction buttons. All of this has contributed to increased 
cockpit workloads which detract from the real-time situational awareness that PVFR 
demands. Pilots must be able to manage the increased information necessary to fly 
PVFR without being overwhelmed by its attendant increased manual workload. 

As an addition to the traditional (manual) systems control, speech recognition can 
offer direct access to most system functions, as well as provide cockpit interaction, 
while retaining hands-on control of the aircraft. Furthermore, voice commands, 
possibly combined with synthetic speech feedback, may permit a pilot to control 
system functions and displays while remaining head-free, allowing him to maintain 
situational awareness. For these reasons, that voice control can support the PVFR 
concept is a credible hypothesis. 
The goal of this SBIR Phase I research project was to design and develop a prototype 
voice-activated cockpit (VAC) that will allow a pilot operating in marginal VMC to 
manipulate controls via voice commands and receive appropriate feedback for 
verification of settings. In so doing, we tried to create a cockpit subsystem where 
tasks usually accomplished by looking at an item and manually entering data, turning 
knobs, or pushing buttons were alternatively able to be accomplished via voice 
commands. The key point for this project was that voice commands are only an 
alternative, never a sole, method of cockpit control input.  
 

2. Technical Objectives 
In this project, the Wesson Group set out to meet the following five technical 
objectives, each more fully described below: 

1. Determine which GA Cockpit Functions Can and Should be Voice-Activated 
2. Craft a New Backus-Naur Form (BNF) Grammar for the Chosen VAC 

Functionality 
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3. Adapt Adacel’s Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Speech recognition Demo System to 
VAC 

4. Demonstrate and Experiment with the VAC concept using a Flight Simulator 
5. Design a VAC That Can Be Demonstrated in a Real GA Cockpit 

2.1 Determine which GA Cockpit Functions Can and Should Be Voice-
Activated 
The first technical objective of this project was to circumscribe which functions 
within the GA cockpit can and should be able to be voice activated. Some PVFR 
functions will be impossible to perform via voice (see-and-avoid, for instance, is 
solely a visual function of the pilot in command), while others, such as tuning the 
radios and setting autopilot headings, were deemed to be at least technically feasible. 
Within that technically feasible category, however, some functions are more 
appropriate to voice-activate than others. For instance, tuning radios by voice is likely 
to emerge as beneficial towards reducing pilot workload, while other functions, such 
as querying fuel state, may be technically doable but so infrequently used and 
difficult enough to interface with existing GA equipage that it does not make 
economic or ergonomic sense to do so. 

2.2 Craft a New BNF Grammar for the Chosen VAC Functionality 
Once the specific cockpit functions that should be performable via a voice command 
alternative have been identified, the second technical objective of this project was to 
design a BNF grammar to enable such activation. The grammar should contain a set 
of high-level natural language commands that “make sense” to an uninitiated pilot 
with minimal training: “select comm one (or ‘top radio’ or whatever phraseology our 
pilot interviews identify) frequency one two three point five” or “heading three five 
zero” or “altitude two thousand, three hundred” might be some of the allowed 
commands. Naturally, the various headings and radio frequencies allowed should be 
constrained by the grammar to allow only data items that make sense within the 
context of the current state of the recognizer. For instance, only VHF frequencies 
within the range of 118.0 - 136.975 MHz will be allowed for communications radios. 
Similarly, headings will be restricted to the range of 1-360 degrees. 

2.3 Adapt Adacel’s JSF Speech Recognition Demo System to VAC 
This project’s subcontractor Adacel Inc. has spent the past three years developing a 
cockpit VAC system for Lockheed Martin Aeronautical’s Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) 
aircraft. From that project, Adacel used the knowledge gained and lessons learned to 
produce a PC-based VAC demonstration system. Once the specific grammar from the 
previous technical objective was defined, we programmed it into Adacel’s VAC 
recognizer to perform grammar validation, noise robustness, and recognition accuracy 
tests. We hoped to duplicate the JSF project’s 98% word recognition rate on our GA-
specific one.  
The GA use of this technology comes with its own challenges. Since the pilot of a 
modern day fighter costs literally millions of dollars to train, the modest additional 
training requirement of VAC is of minimal consequence. GA pilots, on the other 
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hand, are not likely to enjoy using a system that requires significant memorization of 
command phraseology. So the grammar developed for a GA cockpit may have to be 
significantly broader and more “forgiving” than that used in military operations.  

2.4 Demonstrate and Experiment with the VAC concept using a Flight 
Simulator 
The fourth technical objective of this project was to prove up the system’s ability to 
reduce a pilot’s perceived workload by experimenting with it in conjunction with a 
flight simulator. We wanted to reproduce flying routine missions as well as PVFR 
missions in a variety of GA cockpits while using a VAC to perform common cockpit 
functions under varying workloads.  

2.5 Design a VAC That Can Be Demonstrated in a Real GA Cockpit 
If this concept proved up in the Windows-based lab environment using a PC-based 
flight simulator, then the final technical objective of this project was to produce a set 
of specifications for a Phase II project that will actually build a VAC black box and 
incorporate it into a test aircraft with which to perform flight testing in real world 
conditions. Because of the “low cost” requirement stated in this RFP (which is 
consistent with GA market penetration requirements), this technical objective was at 
all times biased towards less, rather than more, expensive solutions. To this end, 
limitations associated with existing GA avionics equipment guided our specification-
building process. 
  

3. Work Performed to Meet Objectives 
Each of the above technical objectives was translated into a task; the specific work 
performed during each task, as well as opportunistic variations that became available 
along the way, are all summarized in this section of the report. 

3.1 Task 1 - Determine which GA Cockpit Functions Can and Should be 
Voice-Activated 
Generally speaking, a pilot has three bidirectional channels for information flow – 
visual, manual, and auditory. He typically receives cockpit-generated information 
visually and responds/commands manually. His auditory channel is usually reserved 
for communications with ATC and/or his copilot and passengers. Under stressful 
flight conditions (e.g., abnormal or emergency situations, marginal VFR, shooting an 
instrument approach or looking for traffic while maneuvering on final), the pilot’s 
visual channel is maxed out, while his manual channel is moderately to heavily 
loaded, depending on the degree to which he is manually flying the aircraft or having 
to reprogram his FMS and/or instrumentation for rapidly-changing flight conditions. 
During all of this, his auditory channel is usually only lightly loaded. 

Data entry is a particular problem in a fast-moving vehicle like an aircraft. Keypads 
and keyboards common, are relatively easy to use, and are familiar to the generation 
that has grown up in the computer age.  However, any type of keyboard is susceptible 
to input error and the keyboards and keypads typically found in an aircraft cockpit are 
smaller and more compressed than the full size keyboard found on an office desktop. 
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Typing long strings of alphanumerics, especially during stressful and/or turbulent 
conditions, can easily lead to the entry of incorrect data which can go unidentified. 
Dials and switches are excellent quick, sequential data entry methods, but there are 
rather few data types that can be entered more efficiently using dials than with a 
keyboard.  Just as keyboard entry requires close attention and hinders situational 
awareness, knobs and dials require even closer attention while sequencing through 
numbers or letters. 
Even relatively straightforward tasks in general aviation require a number of 
appropriately-sequenced actions in order to execute them. For instance, to talk to a 
specific control tower, a GA pilot must divert his/her scan from traffic and 
instruments and at least one hand from the controls, find the appropriate frequency for 
that location either by spotting it buried somewhere on a paper chart or search for it in 
an FMS or GPS database, then dial the frequency into the radio, press the appropriate 
button to make it current, depress his PTT button, and – finally – speak. 

One means of safely making cockpit interactions more efficient is obviously to 
exploit the pilot’s lightly-loaded auditory channel. Voice communication is very 
efficient. Suppose that a pilot could communicate with his cockpit like he does with 
his copilot. A simple “Google” internet search for “cockpit speech (or voice) 
recognition” will produce many results, some of which are detailed studies about 
whether speech recognition might be a beneficial means for pilots to interact with 
aircraft systems. These studies go back more than twenty years, and with very few 
exceptions agree that if speech recognition were robust enough to deal with the 
challenging environment of an aircraft cockpit, then the technology would indeed be 
beneficial from both a safety and efficiency perspective.   

A VAC could provide direct access to most system functions, even as the pilot 
maintains hands-on control of the aircraft. By “cutting out the middlemen” of button 
pushes and interpreting visual representations, the following safety and efficiency 
benefits now become possible: 

• Direct Aircraft Systems Queries – Rather than step through menus to query 
specific aircraft systems or scan a specific instrument, a pilot could simply ask 
the aircraft what he wants to know, much as he would a copilot or flight 
engineer. For instance, “say fuel” would cause a synthetic voice to report the 
fuel state. 

• Data Entry for FMS, Autopilot, Radio Frequencies – Updating the flight 
profile in flight now becomes easier and safer, as there is far less likelihood of 
speaking the wrong lat/long or radio frequency than there is in inputting the 
incorrect data. (Naturally, we must assume that the VAC will “hear” what is 
said correctly – more on that later.) 

• Correlation of Unfamiliar Local Data - ATC might issue a clearance to the 
spoken name Orlando, but the chart symbol (electronic and paper) may only 
show the seemingly-unrelated abbreviation “MCO”. Or ATC might issue a 
clearance to an five-letter intersection that the pilot has no clue how to spell. 
With a VAC, the pilot need only repeat the name of the waypoint and its 
underlying database will correlate the name with the chart symbol. When using 
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electronic moving map displays, locating a specific waypoint or location could 
become as trivial as simply asking for it. 

• Glass Cockpit Configuration – Today’s glass cockpits offer almost limitless 
configurations. A well-designed VAC would allow each pilot to configure the 
cockpit quickly to his or her preference by simply announcing himself when he 
took the left seat. Furthermore, different configurations could be defined for 
each flight modality and initiated as required via voice commands, e.g., the 
pilot may prefer a different cockpit configuration in cruise than he would on an 
IFR approach. 

• Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) Interaction – Much like the direct aircraft system 
query, the pilot could simply ask the EFB to “Display the chart for NDB to ILS 
runway 27 Left at Orlando International”. This feature is particularly beneficial 
for example during a sudden change of landing runway when inside the 
terminal area. Discerning new approach data or navaid frequencies from a 
chart or EFB can distract the pilot during instrument cross checks in a critical 
phase of flight. 

• Checklist Assistant – Here there are two application possibilities: 1) a single 
pilot aircraft operator might read through the checklist as the aircraft executes 
and confirms his instructions, or 2) the synthetic speech system leads the pilot 
through the checklist without the need to refer to its printed version. As the 
pilot reports compliance, the checklist assistant automatically moves to the 
next item. Again, these features would provide significant benefit in 
emergency situations and abnormal flight conditions. 

• Level and/or Heading Bust Monitoring – A suitable VAC could monitor the 
pilot’s read-back of assigned ATC headings, altitudes, and altimeter 
instructions and compare the read-back against both what it heard ATC say as 
well as what the aircraft systems are reporting. For example, if the aircraft 
descent rate is not decreasing as the aircraft approaches the cleared level, the 
pilot might be alerted. A recent study by the UK CAA of level bust reports 
between 1990 and 1999 showed that by far the primary cause of level busts is 
“…a pilot failing to follow the level instructions even after a correct read-
back.”  [1]  

• Memo Creation – In a VAC, a pilot might record memos correlated to the 
position and route of the aircraft for later playback, e.g., “commence descent to 
flight level five zero on reaching “Ottringham”. The same feature can be used 
to simply record notes for the after flight report, e.g., “inform maintenance of 
slightly high temperature on engine 2.” The key here is that the VAC correlates 
pilot voiced instructions with aircraft state before, during, and after the flight. 

To derive specific implementable VAC commands from this general list of potential 
VAC capabilities, we assembled and conducted multiple interviews with a “panel of 
experts” – a team consisting of: 
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• Five pilots experienced in a variety of GA operations (from a solo pilot of an 
older poorly-equipped piston single to the chief pilot of a dual-crewmember 
corporate jet to an airline captain with military experience),  

• An aircraft manufacturer’s human factors specialist and her support team,  

• An EMS operator, and  

• The two founders of a major avionics manufacturer.  
All of our team members had some pre-existing interest in VAC technology; some 
had already performed their own rather detailed task analyses of pilot workload to 
determine in their own way how a VAC could improve their operations and/or 
strengthen their products’ competitive edge.  
The initial functionality subject to voice-activation that emerged from these wide-
ranging interviews and round table discussions can be classified into the following 
more specific categories: 

• Autopilot – Heading, altitude, airspeed (via auto-throttle if available), etc. 
This class of commands will likely be the most difficult to certify, yet is also 
likely to be very useful in reducing single-pilot workload, especially under 
PVFR conditions. In particular, calling altitudes and headings via voice would 
save a great deal of time-consuming knob twisting normally associated with 
most GA panels. 

• Displays – What information is displayed on what cockpit display. Modern 
GA aircraft, from corporate jets such as the Gulfstream G550 down to even 
GA piston singles such the Cirrus Design line of aircraft, now routinely sport 
glass cockpit elements requiring substantial display management, button-
pressing, and cursor-positioning. In addition to multiple displays spread across 
the cockpit, each display has sub-areas that may be assigned alternative data 
feeds. Being able to perform display configuration verbally was seen by our 
panel of experts as a potential workload reduction area. This class of 
commands, as with all subsequent classes listed below, may be much easier to 
certify than the Autopilot class. 

• Routes – Shorthand programming of the flight management system (FMS). As 
do commercial pilots, many GA pilots fly the same routes over and over. 
Naming these routes and being able to quickly and easily refer to them via 
voice to load and/or select them within the FMS again seemed to be an 
important feature that we could add via VAC. 

• Comms and navaids – Frequencies, named and numeric, etc. This class of 
voiced commands holds the prospect of significant workload reduction when 
ATC or the required flight mode demands rapidly changing navigation and/or 
communication frequencies. Our expert panel also suggested that named, 
rather than numeric frequency selection; e.g., “select Norfolk approach 
frequency,” could save a chart look-up and thereby reduce workload. 
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• Requests – Aircraft status information, etc. Our panel wanted to explore how 
simply asking the aircraft to state its fuel state or current altitude or speed 
would help reduce pilot workload, especially during emergencies. 

• Equipment – Flaps, landing gear, transponder, brakes, etc. While tying into 
some of these systems on the simpler GA aircraft might be problematic (the 
manual gear on an older Mooney cannot be voice-activated, for instance), 
many GA aircraft have a common data buss that ties together multiple systems 
that could be voice-activated. In our laboratory environment, of course, 
controlling all aspects of the flight simulator was equally easy. 

The following Table 1 lists each instantiated voice command that emerged from these 
round table discussions, along with our resulting automated read back (using a simple 
text-to-speech system), the action performed on the aircraft, and any applicable 
explanatory remarks.  

 

Operation Voice command Read Back Action Remarks 
Equipment flap (up | down | 1 | 2 | 

3 | 4 | 5 | 6) 
  Moves flaps accordingly Available levels 

depends on aircraft 
type 

[landing] gear (up | 
down) 

gear down and 
locked | gear up 

brings gear up | down Read back only if 
gear is already in 
requested state 

(squawk | squawking | 
change code to) 
(<code> | ident | 
emergency | normal) 

  Sets transponder to 
specified setting/code 

  

altimeter (<inHg> | 
<millibars>) 

  Sets the altimeter to the 
specified value. 

Range is 27.00 to 
32.99 in inches of 
HG, 900 to 1100 in 
millibars 

brakes ( on | off ) | 
(release brakes | set 
brakes) 

  parking brakes on | off   

Autopilot [fly] heading 
<heading> 

"confirm heading 
<heading>" 

changes heading bug.  
Aircraft will turn if 
autopilot is on and 
heading mode is 
engaged, once 
confirmation has been 
received. 

  

"heading <heading> 
already" 

  When specified 
value equals 
current 

turn (left | right) 
heading <value> 

confirm turn (left | 
right) heading 
<heading> 

Changes heading bug 
and engages heading 
hold mode if autopilot is 
on and confirmation is 
received.  

  

"heading <heading> 
already" 

  When specified 
value equals 
current 

make (left | right) (90 | 
180 | 270 | 360) 

confirm make (left | 
right) (90 | 180 | 270 
| 360) 

Changes heading bug 
and engages heading 
hold to perform the 
specified turn if autopilot 
is on and confirmation is 
received. 
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speed <speed> "confirm speed 
<speed>" 

Aircraft speed will 
increase and adopt new 
value if autopilot is on 
and auto-thrust mode is 
engaged, once 
confirmation has been 
received. 

Max speed is 450 
knots 

"speed <speed> 
already" 

  When specified 
value equals 
current 

vertical speed [+|-] 
<vertical_speed>  

"confirm vertical 
speed 
<vertical_speed> 

Aircraft vertical speed 
indicator will adopt new 
value once confirmation 
is received.  If autopilot is 
on and vertical speed 
mode is engaged, aircraft 
will begin climb or 
descent. 

No need to state 
the + for positive 
values.  

vertical speed 
<vertical_speed> 
already 

  When specified 
value equals 
current 

altitude <altitude> "confirm altitude 
<altitude>" 

Aircraft altitude indicator 
will adopt new value once 
confirmation is received.   

Aircraft might not 
begin descent or 
climb depending off 
autopilot 
configuration: 
altitude hold and 
vertical speed. 

"altitude <altitude> 
already" 

  When specified 
value equals 
current. Max 
altitude for demo is 
17000 feet. 

climb and maintain 
<altitude> 

confirm climb and 
maintain <altitude> 

Altitude mode hold and 
altitude is set to make the 
aircraft climb to the 
specified altitude if 
autopilot is on and 
confirmation is received 

Use this variation 
when already level 
in altitude hold 
mode  

current altitude is 
<altitude> 

  When specified 
altitude is below 
current altitude. 

"altitude <altitude> 
already" 

  When specified 
value equals 
current. Max 
altitude for demo is 
17000 feet. 

descend and maintain 
<altitude> 

confirm descend 
and maintain 
<altitude> 

Altitude mode hold and 
altitude is set to make the 
aircraft descend to the 
specified altitude if 
autopilot is on and 
confirmation is received 

Use this variation 
when already level 
in altitude hold 
mode  

current altitude is 
<altitude> 

  When specified 
altitude is above 
current altitude. 

"altitude <altitude> 
already" 

  When specified 
value equals 
current. Max 
altitude for demo is 
17000 feet. 

(confirmed | confirm | 
affirmative) 

  Applies previous request  Attitude change 
commands all 
require verbal or 
double-click 
confirmation 

(select | disengage) 
glide slope 

  Glide Slope engaged or 
disengaged 
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( select | disengage ) 
localizer 

  LOC/NAV engaged or 
disengaged 

  

(select | disengage) 
altitude (hold | arm) 

  Altitude hold mode 
engaged or disengaged 

  

(select | disengage) 
heading (hold | arm) 

  Heading hold mode 
engaged or disengaged 

  

(select | disengage) 
vertical speed (hold | 
arm) 

  Vertical speed hold mode 
engaged or disengaged 

  

(select | disengage) 
autothrottle 

  Autothrottle engaged or 
disengaged 

  

set track <value>   The course bar will adopt 
the desired track value 

  

select autopilot   Autopilot is engaged   
autopilot off   Autopilot is disengaged The settings of the 

autopilot remain 
but are not active 

Comms and 
Navaids 

select <facility> 
frequency 

  Proper radio frequency of 
stated facility selected on 
COM1 

Supported for this 
demo: 
- Chambers Tower 
(124.30) 
- Norfolk Departure 
(125.20) 
- Norfolk Approach 
(118.90) 
- Norfolk Tower 
(120.80) 

select (ILS | VOR | 
localizer) [frequency] 
<frequency> 

  Proper Navaid frequency 
selected on NAV1 

NAVs limited to 
range of  108.00 to 
117.97 

select [radio] 
frequency 
<frequency> 

  Proper radio frequency 
selected on COM1 

Frequencies are 
limited by X-Plane 
to 118.00 to 
136.975.  System 
supports .x25, .x50 
and.x75 but X-
Plane will only 
display last 2 digits 
after the decimal 

Requests say fuel fuel <value> pounds switch ICAM to fuel 
display 

Fuel quantity 
rounded to nearest 
50 pounds 

say heading heading <heading>     
say speed speed <speed> 

knots 
    

say altitude altitude <altitude> 
feet 

  Altitude is rounded 
to nearest 100 feet 

Displays display fuel   switch ICAM to fuel   
display hydraulic   switch ICAM to hydraulic   
display stat   switch ICAM to stat   
display engine   switch ICAM to engine   
display fail   switch ICAM to fail   

Routes load tactical route 
<route name> 

no route <route 
name> available 

  If route requested 
does not exists.  
Routes Alpha, 
Bravo, Charlie and 
Zulu available for 
this demo. 

tactical route <route 
name> loaded 

1) select FMS route 
<route name> 
2) display on PLN 
3) range at 80 

  

fly tactical route no route loaded   If no route has 
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been loaded 
flying tactical route 1) source nav on FMC 

2) display on VOR 
3) autopilot NAV 

  

fly tactical route <route 
name> 

no route <route 
name> available 

  If route requested 
does not exists.  
Routes Alpha, 
Bravo, Charlie and 
Zulu available for 
this demo. 

flying tactical route 
<route name> 

1) select FMS route 
<route name> 
2) display on VOR 
3) range at 80 
4) source nav on FMC 
5) autopilot NAV 

  

fly to (plus| minus) 
<99.99> (plus | minus) 
<199.99>  

the specified lat/long 1) unselect current FMS 
route 
2) source nav on FMC 
3) autopilot NAV 

For this demo 
suggest this lat and 
long: 37 deg, 19 
mi, 30 sec N, 75 
deg, 42 mi, 30 sec 
W 

fly to <99.99> (north | 
south) <199.99> 
(east|west) 

the specified lat/long 1) unselect current FMS 
route 
2) source nav on FMC 
3) autopilot NAV 

  

fly to <waypoint 
name> 

the specified fix 1) unselect current FMS 
route 
2) source nav on FMC 

Current valid 
waypoints are: 
plumo, blinc, schol, 
doody, mazay, 
nelbe, malos 

fly to <deg> degree 
<min> minutes <sec> 
seconds (north | 
south) <deg> degree 
<min> minutes <sec> 
seconds (east | west) 

the specified lat/long 1) unselect current FMS 
route 
2) source nav on FMC 
3) autopilot NAV 

  

Approach 
Modes 

select approach mode 
(Norfolk ILS runway 
23 | <phonetic>) 

initial mode <route 
name> selected 

1) set ILS freq 
2) display on APP 
3) set track (CBS, course 
bar) 

Zulu is the route to 
position the a/c on 
approach to 
runway 23 at 
Norfolk 
International thus 
the right ILS 
frequency is 
selected. 

select final approach 
mode 

final approach mode 
selected 

1) autopilot NAV 
2) autopilot G/S 

This mode shall 
allow the aircraft to 
lock on the 
ILS(LOC and Glide 
Slope) 

 
Table 1. Phraseology Listing by Category 

The initial phraseology that emerged from our panel of experts covered most, if not 
all, of the categories of GA cockpit control that are available to be voice-controlled, 
and thereby gave us a robust experimental platform with which to evaluate the 
usefulness of each category in terms of reducing pilot workload.  

We quickly observed, however, that different potential VAC customers may have 
their own desired subsets of this functionality to incorporate into their proprietary 
avionics and/or equipment. For instance, an autopilot manufacturer wishing to 
discriminate itself using VAC technology might choose to limit its functionality to the 
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Autopilot category, while electronic flight bag (EFB) or flight management systems 
(FMS) manufacturers may very well take the easier-to-certify route and limit its 
functionality to only the chart look-up functions. 
In-depth interviews conducted with our GA panel of experts have borne out the 
validity of navigational search functionality as a key area in which to concentrate our 
VAC efforts. The availability of chart data electronically makes it feasible for the first 
time to augment the manual search functions that previously required keyboard or 
cursor input with a voice-driven interface that has distinct advantages over these other 
two methods. For instance, a pilot hearing the instruction “cleared to SILAS” 
(intersection) from ATC who has never heard of this intersection may not know to 
even enter an ‘S’ or a ‘C’ as its first character into his EFB or FMS chart database, 
and so could be hugely distracted while trying to find it, just as he might have been 
while rustling and manually scanning paper charts. Yet, mindlessly saying “display 
cy-less” as a VAC command could highlight the appropriate intersection on an MFD 
or EFB display that will immediately resolve all of his uncertainty. 
Another place our expert panel advised might benefit from workload reduction via 
VAC is in the management of the multiple multifunction displays now proliferating 
within modern cockpits. Just as the Lockheed Martin human factors team found for 
their JSF, assigning functions to various parts of various displays is a non-trivial 
cockpit management task that can benefit greatly from voice-recognition capability. 
Instead of pressing multiple layers of buttons on multiple displays to set them up for 
specific flight regimes, each such flight mode can be named and called into practice 
with a single voice command. Likewise, each display and function can be named and 
cross-referenced a la carte very quickly and efficiently via voice. 

According to our panel, the rationale behind these candidate functions was based on 
several criteria, including: 

• Need for hands-free operation in a high workload phase of flight 

• How cumbersome is the currently-implemented graphical user interface for 
each candidate function (in particular, the need for a virtual keyboard) 

• Reduction of the “depth” of the graphical or physical interface, i.e., the 
number of layers of interface. 

• How might a VAC expedite the interaction between the pilot and a system 
The bottom line of this focus on workload reduction remains to increase the safety of 
flight, of course. GA pilots, in particular, are tasked with see-and-be-seen vigilance in 
the context of maneuvering their aircraft, listening and responding to ATC 
instructions, and managing their cockpit environment, all at the same time. By 
reducing workload of even a few cockpit management functions, our expert panel 
believes that GA pilots will free up mental, as well as physical, capacity that can be 
better applied to the more critical flight functions. This becomes especially true 
during exceptional flight modes such as emergencies, as well as the routine heavy 
workload associated with flight regimes such as PVFR flight in marginal VFR 
conditions, IFR approaches, go-arounds, diversion to alternate airports, and the like. 
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3.2 Task 2 - Create a New BNF Grammar for the VAC Functionality 
As promised, we converted this phraseology into a BNF grammar, listed in Appendix 
A. Using proprietary tools, we then optimized this grammar for use within Adacel’s 
VAC speech recognition demonstration module. 
 

3.3 Task 3 - Adapt Adacel’s JSF Speech recognition Demo to VAC 
The team brought to Task 3 two different speech recognition core technologies to 
choose between, from Nuance Communications Inc. and SRI International.  

3.3.1 Nuance 
Our early work in speech recognition, including all existing simulators that contain 
the complete FAA 7110.65 ATC phraseology, was based upon the Nuance speech 
recognition engine. This speech recognition system has been a de facto “world 
standard” for many years now, supporting the voice-activated call centers of 
companies as diverse as American Airlines and Fidelity Investments. It has a well-
refined software development kit (SDK) and is available for a variety of operating 
systems. Also, and importantly, the Adacel team fielded for this project had many 
man-years worth of experience using this system. We tried implementing the VAC 
grammar using the Nuance engine first.  

Initial testing of a Nuance-based VAC grammar produced unsatisfactory preliminary 
recognition rates, however, particularly in the presence of high noise conditions. After 
the first month of project effort, we dropped the Nuance engine in favor of the one we 
had used (by necessity) on the JSF VAC project. 

3.3.2 SRI International 
A core requirement on the JSF VAC project had been minimizing memory and CPU 
usage of the speech recognition engine, and our Nuance recognizer, with all its power 
and customizability, required literally thousands of times more resources than 
Lockheed Martin promised in the JSF cockpit. So after competitively evaluating all 
low-resource embedded recognizers, we aligned with SRI International, a research 
firm in Menlo Park CA, to produce a proprietary version of their Dynaspeak speech 
recognition system. Happily, SRI had spun off Nuance during the tech boom of the 
late ‘90s, and Dynaspeak represented its speech scientists’ attempt at producing a 
better, cheaper, faster successor to the commercially-successful Nuance system. More 
importantly, Dynaspeak had been proven in high noise environments such as F-16 
and Hummvee cockpits, and while not as well-evolved commercially as Nuance, 
came with a suitable SDK that enabled our team to produce a demonstration system 
that won the JSF competition in 2004. 

So we re-implemented the VAC grammar using the Dynaspeak SDK and 
immediately noticed a significant improvement in recognition results for the short, 
number-intensive phrases that characterize the VAC grammar. As will be described in 
detail in Section 4 of this document, there is much work left to be done in terms of 
surrounding the Dynaspeak-based recognizer used in these experiments with 
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additional speech recognition tuning and situation-specific knowledge. But the initial 
recognition rates measured in our laboratory testing were consistent with the 98% 
word recognition rates that our JSF team had previously proven to be possible using 
SRI’s Dynaspeak engine for the foundation. 

 

3.4 Task 4 - Demonstrate and experiment with the VAC concept using a 
Flight Simulator 

3.4.1 The X-Plane Platform 
Adacel’s JSF Dynaspeak-based demo software had no interface with a flight 
simulator, so in addition to implementing the VAC grammar using Dynaspeak’s 
SDK, we also programmed a graphical user interface (GUI) into the X-Plane flight 
simulator that enabled voiced commands to change items on the simulator’s cockpit 
such as frequencies and autopilot settings.  We networked the VAC module with the 
X-Plane flight simulator and were able to begin investigating how it “felt” to control 
an aircraft cockpit via voice command. 
Figures 1 and 2 are screenshots of two different experimental scenarios. Figure 1 
shows a Gulfstream cockpit on the left hand two-thirds of the screen, with the VAC 
recognition window on the lower right hand edge and a phraseology listing in the 
upper right hand corner. Figure 2 is similar, except that a Bell 430 helicopter cockpit 
is shown. Serendipitously, core commands (such as autopilot settings) are the same 
for all cockpit visualizations within X-Plane, even if autopilot brands and 
instrumentation varied across cockpits. 

 
 

Figure 1. VAC Simulator Using Gulfstream G-V Cockpit 
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Figure 2. VAC Simulator Using Bell 430 Cockpit 
 

Figure 3 shows the larger version of our VAC window that augmented the X-Plane 
cockpit. The pilot would press and hold down the PTT button using the mouse while 
speaking a VAC command. This window displayed what the VAC recognized and the 
confidence associated with that recognition event. For computers equipped with a 
joystick, the pilot could assign and press a joystick button to issue VAC commands, 
thereby leaving hands on throttle/collective and stick (HOTAS). This was especially 
useful for our helicopter-based PVFR exercises. 

 
 

Figure 3. VAC recognizer used in X-Plane 
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Figure 4 is a chart of the Norfolk VA airspace that we chose to exercise these 
commands within in order to limit the number of fixes, airport names, routes, and 
other entities that were required to be manually input into our experimental system. 

 
Figure 4. Norfolk VA airspace used for all exercises 

 

3.4.2 Noise Effects 
A key aspect of our experimental regime was to introduce appropriate cockpit noise 
types and levels during testing. For the JSF project, we had to accommodate cockpit 
noise levels of up to 120 dB, as well as G-loads of up to 9 Gs. Although a typical GA 
cockpit does not generally experience this extreme noise level, helicopters in 
particular generate a signature unstable whomp-whomp sound that wreaks havoc on 
speech recognition systems. While SRI’s Dynaspeak recognizer has already proven 
itself in a variety of military high-noise conditions ranging from prop and jet aircraft 
to tanks, we tried to confirm through actual experimentation that it, coupled with this 
team’s proprietary noise-management technology, can routinely achieve a high 
recognition rate across the wide variety of GA cockpit noise levels that a fielded 
product will be exposed to. 

Our online research, as well as direct experience, indicated that the typical GA 
cockpit experiences noise levels in the mid-90 dbA level. Singles tend to range a bit 
under 95 dbA, while light twins such as the Beechcraft Baron tend to exhibit noise 
levels (at the pilot’s microphone, of course) of that or slightly more. Helicopter noise 
levels tend to vary somewhat more widely, with the best executive transports by 
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Sikorsky and Bell having noise levels in the 92 dbA region, while military helicopters 
have been measured at well above 100 dbA. [2,3]  

We purchased and downloaded various noise recordings from sound effects websites 
corresponding to single-engine reciprocating, twin-engine reciprocating, corporate jet, 
light helicopter, medium helicopter, and large helicopter noise sources. During 
testing, we then played these noise samples in a repetitive loop using Windows Media 
Player and sent its output to an amplified speaker system. Using a standard noise 
meter, we set the volume to a level that generally corresponded to a 95 dbA level at 
the user’s microphone and then exercised the system using a variety of operators, 
both male and female. 

3.4.3 Recognition Accuracy 
As expected, the word accuracy rate (Wacc) dropped off somewhat in the presence of 
the high/unstable noise conditions, from a measured average of about 98% to an 
average of 96%. Such a reduction in performance might seem marginal, but the 
perceived recognition rate to the user dropped considerably.  
This presumably happened because the command accuracy rate (Cacc) dropped from 
around 92% in the low-ambient-noise condition to about 85% in the high/unstable 
noise condition. One must recognize that the command accuracy is far more 
important for a pilot than the word accuracy, since to him, a command is either 
recognized correctly, or it’s not and he has to repeat it, perhaps more than once. 
Companies touting speech recognition accuracy normally hawk their Wacc rate, since 
that is almost always rather high. For operational purposes with VAC, it is more 
appropriate to focus on Cacc. 
Note that the command accuracy is related to the word accuracy by the following 
formula: 

Wacc AvgWords/Cmd = Cacc 
where  

Wacc = Word Accuracy 
AvgWords/Cmd = Average number of words per command 

Cacc = Command Accuracy 
In the case of VAC, the average number of words per command is 4; therefore a Wacc 
of 98% corresponds to a Cacc of about 92%, while a Wacc of 96% drops Cacc to about 
85%. Such a doubling of the perceived error rate is unacceptable in any operational 
environment.  
Again, see Section 4 for an extensive array of proven techniques that this team will 
use to bring the overall error rate back down to an acceptable level. Based on our 
many years worth of experience with the complete ATC 7110.65 phraseology, we 
know that the iterative and judicious application of these techniques will bring 
command accuracy within a deployed VAC system well up into the mid-90% region. 
The time and manpower required to introduce these techniques were well beyond the 
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scope of this Phase I feasibility study, but will form a cornerstone of our follow-on 
Phase II work. 

3.4.4 Workload Reduction and Safety of Flight Estimates 
As part of Task 4, we also searched through the literature for references to workload 
reduction and/or increases in safety experienced by past attempts at adding speech 
recognition technology to the cockpit environment. In so doing, we found but a single 
relevant reference to an experiment conducted at the Air Force Research Laboratory 
in 2003, in which unmanned vehicle “pilots” were given the ability to manage their 
aircraft via voice.[4] From their abstract (emphasis ours): 

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) control stations feature multiple menu pages with systems 
accessed by keyboard presses. Use of speech-based input may enable operators to navigate 
through menus and select options more quickly. This experiment examined the utility of 
conventional manual input versus speech input for tasks performed by operators of a UAV control 
station simulator at two levels of mission difficulty. Pilots performed a continuous 
flight/navigation control task while completing eight different data entry task types with each 
input modality. Results showed that speech input was significantly better than manual input in 
terms of task completion time, task accuracy, flight/navigation measures, and pilot ratings. Across 
tasks, data entry time was reduced by approximately 40% with speech input. 

We asked each pilot/tester of our VAC-equipped X-Plane to evaluate any workload 
changes associated with the use of VAC. For some of the missions, pilots were able 
to fly the aircraft strictly via voice commands, whereas before VAC they had to use 
the mouse to manually locate and “touch” switches and knobs in the simulated 
cockpit. Since this sort of simulated environment was rather artificial as compared to 
a real cockpit environment, we chose to ask subjects to estimate overall workload 
reduction rather than meticulously count how many such manual cockpit clicks could 
be replaced by voice commands. 

All subjects reported significant workload reduction, with estimates widely ranging 
from 10% to over 50%. The subjects who reported the greatest workload reduction 
were also the most adept at using proper phraseology, while the subjects who reported 
limited benefits tended to not remember and use correct phraseology and who 
therefore endured numerous misrecognitions that required multiple repeats and 
frequent prompting by the experiment’s proctor. The system recognized the voices of 
all subjects at roughly the same level of accuracy, as reported above. No subjects 
reported that safety of flight was compromised in any way by the addition of VAC. 

 

3.5 Task 5 (EXPANDED) – Design (and BUILD and FLY) a VAC in a Real 
GA Cockpit 
Task 5 was greatly expanded beyond its original scope because of an opportunity that 
emerged from our panel of experts. Our avionics experts felt that the VAC concept 
was so significant that they offered the immediate use of their experimental 
Beechcraft Baron aircraft as a test platform. The development team jumped at this 
opportunity to build, install, and test a VAC prototype on a real GA aircraft.  
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The following subsections describe the hardware, software, and system design 
challenges we faced and how we solved them to actually build, install, and fly a 
primitive VAC during this Phase I project. 

3.5.1 Hardware 
The test aircraft’s avionics suite used ARINC 429 as a communications buss, so we 
needed to send and receive signals in that format. Various sorts of RS-232/ARINC 
429 dongles are available to do the hardware signal translation, so we first considered 
simply hooking up a laptop running VAC to the back of their instrument panel. 
However, in the interest of getting a more product-oriented version of VAC running, 
we chose instead to use a PC/104 platform mounted within their avionics bay, which 
had the following characteristics (as described on the www.pc104.org website): 

A need therefore arose for a more compact implementation of the PC bus, satisfying the reduced 
space and power constraints of embedded control applications. Yet these goals had to be realized 
without sacrificing full hardware and software compatibility with the popular PC bus standard. 
This would allow the PC's hardware, software, development tools, and system design knowledge 
to be fully leveraged. In other words, the PC bus had to be standardized while capturing all of the 
benefits the design engineer wanted from the PC bus.  

PC/104 was developed in response to this need. It offers full architecture, hardware, and software 
compatibility with the PC bus, but in ultra-compact (3.6" x 3.8") stackable modules. PC/104 is 
therefore ideally suited to the unique requirements of embedded control applications - including 
full standardization by an international group of over 160 companies who manufacture products 
based on our PC/104 standard. 

Since the test aircraft only had a single PTT button on the yoke, we provided a 
temporary Push-To-Recognize (PTR) button that connected through the firewall to 
our VAC unit in the nosecone. And as audio quality is of paramount importance to 
any speech recognition system, we also designed and built a small mixer that splits 
the pilot’s audio between the VAC and the aircraft’s audio panel. In this way, we 
could tap into the pilot’s voice signal directly at the microphone rather than have to 
suffer the effects of the audio panel’s amplification and/or clipping circuits. Because 
the PC/104 test unit remained Windows-based, the installation also included a UPS 
and our own customized “smart” start-up/shut-down control software that managed 
power to the unit in compliance with the avionics on/off switch. 
The following Figure 4 is a block diagram of the hardware used in our VAC 
prototype, while Figures 5-7 are photos taken during the bench testing and installation 
process. 
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Figure 5. Prototype VAC Block Diagram 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Bench Testing of the PC/104 Unit 
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Figure 7. Installation in the experimental Beechcraft Baron 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. VAC Prototype Installed in the Baron’s Avionics Bay 
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3.5.2 Software 
The software in this VAC flyable prototype was a much-reduced version of the 
recognizer that we had tested using the X-Plane flight simulator. Only two basic 
commands – “altitude xxx” and “heading yyy” – were implemented for this 
“existence proof” prototype. As with the X-Plane version, the recognizer output of 
each command was echoed via TTS to an unused input on the audio panel; e.g., 
“confirm heading one two three?” Once confirmed by the pilot, the output processing 
of each command generated and sent the appropriate ARINC codes to the PC/104 
ARINC 429 card, which transmitted them to the test aircraft’s cockpit equipment. 
 

3.5.3 Flight tests performed 
After about a month of design, assembly, bench testing, and trouble-shooting, it took 
just a morning’s worth of work to install the VAC prototype into the test aircraft, after 
which the first test flight was immediately made that afternoon. All recognition 
attempts were recorded, and after the initial test flight we discovered that the pilot’s 
audio signal overloaded the recognizer with an over-modulated, saturated signal, 
thereby yielding poor recognition results.   
After debriefing this first flight, we decided to produce another version to test the 
next day with the following changes:  

1) new audio input circuitry with more signal attenuation, and  

2) a new confirmation algorithm working with a visual instead of audio cue.  
The latter change derived from the in-air observation that in a normal ATC 
communications environment (even in the relatively sparse airspace of Boise’s local 
controller), the VAC’s audio confirmation requests could be missed or interfere with 
ATC communications. Thus, instead of the TTS audio, we modified the VAC to send 
a confirmation string via ARINC 429 to be displayed directly on the PFD; e.g., 
“Altitude 5500?” This change was well-received by all pilots who subsequently tested 
the system, and as well confirms the necessity of flight-testing a novel concept such 
as VAC as early as possible. 
On the second day, after a final few hours tuning our audio mixer to the specifics of 
the test aircraft, another test flight was made, with a total of four different occupants 
of the aircraft exercising the system. While the system’s recognition accuracy was 
still not completely up to par, it convinced the testing personnel of the validity of this 
concept. All pilots who flew in the aircraft agreed that the use of voice commands 
would reduce workload, presuming acceptable recognition accuracy (see below). 
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Figure 9. Ready for flight testing 
 

3.5.4 Lessons learned 
We came away from the flight testing with the following new observations. 

3.5.4.1 In a noisy environment, the pilot naturally shouts, thus diverging from 
standard speech engine acoustic models 
After the first test flight, we realized that the audio was heavily saturated and 
therefore not usable. Previously, our audio adjustments had been made in the lab 
where the environment was either quiet or fed with background noise not nearly as 
loud as we witnessed in this actual Baron cockpit. In the second test flight, the 
utterances were not saturated.  

During the second test flight, we asked the pilot to change the microphone placement 
to what we had previously thought would be a normal position (two finger-widths 
from the mouth). But this positioning resulted in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) being 
too low. Utterances collected when microphone was placed very close to the mouth in 
the high-noise conditions of the cockpit brought better SNRs. Overall, the noise levels 
in this particular experimental aircraft (which was older than our software engineers 
and poorly insulated) were considerably higher than the levels that we had tested in 
our lab using any noise background. We should also note that the SNR we observed 
was also lower than that of our JSF test samples, presumably because the JSF data 
was collected from a microphone positioned inside an oxygen mask that provides a 
known 10 dBA noise attenuation. 
Recognition results, even with good modulation, were marginal, with discrimination 
between the digits “two” and “three” problematic for the VAC in these very 
preliminary tests. During our post-processing of the results, we discovered that all in-
flight speakers were voicing these digits differently than they did in a quiet or even 
noisy lab environment. Thus, another lesson learned is that some acoustic tuning, 
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perhaps even better acoustic models, will be required to accommodate the typical GA 
high-noise cockpit environment. At worst, new acoustic models can be collected and 
optimized at a significant but manageable low-six-figure cost for each category of 
aircraft desired. 

3.5.4.2 Confirmation of the voice command is mandatory 
We initially thought that a confirmation would only need to be triggered when the 
recognizer confidence was under a threshold of 60%. Unfortunately, we noticed that 
some utterances were incorrectly recognized with a high confidence. For autopilot 
control, this could be hazardous. We concluded that confirmation of all attitude-
change voice commands must take place all the times. Certification issues will also 
undoubtedly make this a requirement of any fieldable VAC product. 

3.5.4.3 TTS confirmation requests interfere with ATC 
At the briefing following the first test flight, we concluded that the TTS confirmation 
was not working very well because of other voice traffic on the frequency selected by 
the pilot. We observed that, especially near the airport when on the tower frequency, 
a read-out line displayed on the PFD (Primary Flight Display), like “Heading 090º?” 
proved to be much more usable. We also decided to play a little double-beep, with 
high prosody, when the confirmation request was displayed on the screen, to notify 
the pilot the instant recognition is complete and his confirmation is being requested. 

3.5.5 Preliminary in-flight recognition accuracy 
We transcribed a total of about 250 utterances collected on the second flight and 
created the first in-flight VAC test set. It contained about 1,000 words. We ran this 
test set through our “Batchrec” testing tool to get our first figure of performance, and 
initially measured 85% word accuracy. Afterwards, we focused on the most repeated 
mistake (“two” vs. “three”) and spent about four hours optimizing it using phonetic 
tuning. We reached 91% word accuracy on this very limited in-flight test set. 

Although this is still unacceptable command accuracy (66%), it is very preliminary 
and quite consistent with our past experience for raw speech engine performance in 
high noise environments. Over the past few years, we have learned that if we can 
achieve a 90+% word accuracy using the engine’s SDK alone, we can generally take 
overall performance up into the >98% range by incorporating our proprietary pre- and 
post-processing technologies. Remember that to achieve 90% command accuracy, we 
mustt achieve 97.5% word accuracy in a VAC grammar that contains an average of 
four words/command. To reach 95% command accuracy will require 98.75% word 
accuracy. With the preliminary results from the in-flight and laboratory high-noise 
testing, we believe that these goals will be achieved by following the design 
principles elucidated in the next section. 
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4. Implementation Issues for the Voice-Activated Cockpit 
4.1 General Speech Recognition Development Issues 

In the most basic terms, speech recognition works by comparing what is said by the 
speaker against a file that “theoretically” contains a list of all of the words that need 
to be recognized. The simplest variation of speech recognition only uses such a 
dictionary file augmented by acoustic models appropriate to the language and accent 
expected to perform its processing. The more targeted and sophisticated applications 
enhance the basic word-specific dictionary file with a meta-language, commonly 
referred to as a “grammar,” that describes the allowable combinations of words that 
might populate each utterance. The comparison of what is said against what is in the 
grammar is accomplished, usually in almost real time, by an application called the 
“Speech Recognition Engine.” An isolated-word (discreet) speech recognition system 
requires that the speaker pause briefly between words, whereas a continuous speech 
recognition system does not. Speaker-dependent systems require that each user must 
provide samples of his or her speech before using them, whereas speaker-independent 
systems require no samples or training prior to use.  
Speech recognition is a problem that has challenged speech scientists for many years, 
primarily because of the search space that any reasonably large grammar and 
dictionary must traverse. The speech engine must first translate the sounds produced 
by vibrations created in the air when speaking, into phonemes. The speech 
recognition engine uses the acoustic models database to compare the signal with the 
trained phoneme signature and retrieve the most probable phoneme sequences. The 
engine then searches for the best match between those sequences and the 
representation of the programmed grammar for those phrases that contain the 
received phoneme. As more phonemes are received, the engine reduces the number of 
possible matches within the grammar. In theory, by the end of the speaker’s sentence, 
the engine will be left with only one match out of all of the entries in the grammar; 
unfortunately, this is rarely the case. 
The science behind the speech engine has enabled such basic speech recognition 
technology to generally achieve a remarkable level of accuracy, but there are a 
number of issues that make the task of the speech engine still very difficult and 
consequently have a serious impact on the recognition rate of the speech recognition 
application. For instance, many sources of variability emerge from the acoustic 
signal. Phonemes, the smallest sound units which make up the words, are highly 
dependent on the context in which they appear. Where words meet, speaker variations 
may result in a phrase such as “It Sold” sound like “Its Old”. Acoustically, the letter 
“S” in this example will sound completely different when spoken in context vs. 
spoken alone. Also, ambient noise picked up by the microphone will contaminate the 
spoken acoustics.  Variations in the acoustics produced by humans of different 
genders, or with different accents, or with different speed of delivery, or spoken under 
different emotional conditions (caused by, for instance, stress, illnesses, vibration, G 
forces, or acceleration/deceleration) once again makes the task of the speech even 
more difficult. And almost everyone hesitates and utters connectives such as “Ums” 
and “Ahs” fairly often.  
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This is far from an exhaustive list of factors having a negative effect on the 
recognition engines success, but these issues alone are serious enough to demonstrate 
that the simplistic view of a speech recognition described previously is completely 
inadequate when developing usable speech recognition applications with minimal 
error rates in a large vocabulary continuous speech (LVCS) environment. 
Any good speech recognition application has been developed with the mindset that 
there is more to speech recognition applications than this basic recognition process 
itself. The application development can be broken down into the following key 
components: 

• Pre-processing – The performance of any speech engine is directly related to 
the quality of the audio signal it receives. Pre-processing analyzes the end 
application and determines how to get the speakers audio into the speech 
recognition engine at the highest quality. Factors include, sampling rates and 
resolution, automatic gain controls and noise filtering 

• Grammar Optimization – The construction of the grammar also has a direct 
result on the performance of the recognition engine. The over-coverage 
phenomenon or the addition of even a single poorly constructed command to 
this grammar will have a devastating effect on the end result.  

• Recognition Engine Optimization and Configuration – Speech engines 
typically include a very large number of tunable parameters. Usually these 
number well over 100 interrelated settings.  

• Post Processing – Until speech recognition can guarantee 100% accuracy, the 
results from the recognition process have to be analyzed to ensure validity 
before they are passed to what might be safety critical systems. Post 
processing invokes a number of techniques to ensure robustness and safety of 
the application. 

Examples of how this development methodology can be applied to the issues that 
VAC faces are described in the following paragraphs.  

4.2 Development Issues Peculiar to VAC 
With VAC, a pilot depresses the PTR button and speaks the required command, 
which is then passed into a recognition engine which interprets the audio and 
produces a result string. The result string is translated and passed back to the 
appropriate aircraft subsystem for processing.  
VAC, of course, has been designed from the outset to be complementary to the 
HOTAS (hands on throttle and stick) philosophy – it is not intended to replace the 
functionalities of the many switches and buttons found within the cockpit but rather 
to provide an alternate method which is both quicker more efficient that the manual 
method.  

Below, we divide the voice activated cockpit application into three functional 
concepts, to wit: 
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• Stage 1, Pre-Recognition – The part of the process which deals with getting 
the pilot’s spoken words from the microphone into the speech engine. 

• Stage 2, Recognition – The actual recognition of the pilot’s words and 
commands. 

• Stage 3, Post-Recognition – The part of the process which takes what the 
speech recognition has produced as a result and determines what to do with 
that result. 

The following paragraphs will break down each of these functional concept areas into 
the key components and processes within each area. 

4.2.1 Stage 1, Pre-recognition 
Pre-recognition is the part of the system that takes the pilots spoken commands and 
passes them to the speech recognition engine. The pilot first selects the PTR switch 
and speaks. The pilot’s spoken command (or “utterance” in speech recognition 
parlance) should first be processed by an Automatic Gain Control (AGC) within the 
aircraft’s communication system to prevent the signal saturation that would have a 
detrimental effect on the recognition process.  

After this stage, the signal immediately undergoes analog to digital (A/D) conversion 
and is then sent across the aircraft communications network (or directly) to the 
Speech Recognition System (SRS). Typically speech recognition systems have used 8 
KHz sampling rate with the matching speech recognition engine acoustic models, 
although 16 KHz, 16 bit acoustic models can provide a higher resolution audio stream 
for the recognition engine to work with.  

 

 
 

Figure 10. Saturated Signal, Without AGC 
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Figure 11. Unsaturated Signal, Using AGC 
 

When the pilot selects the PTR, a “PTR selected” message is sent to the SRS. This 
message will continue to be transmitted while PTR is depressed. The PTR message is 
the trigger for the audio provider component to instruct the speech engine to begin the 
recognition process.  

In many speech recognition systems, a proficient operator will actually have a 
tendency to start speaking a few milliseconds before the press to talk switch is 
selected. This “clipping” happens at the start of a transmission, which is the most 
critical part of the speech recognition process as it starts the search path chain of 
events. Even missing a single phoneme from the beginning of a word may send the 
recognizer looking in the wrong direction. An alternate implementation which 
resolves this issue has previously been implemented by our team in the JSF 
environment, and can be reused for VAC systems as well. 

 
4.2.2 Stage 2, Recognition 

As previously described, the audio stream and PTR signal are passed to the SRS, with 
an audio provider module buffering the stream. The receipt of a PTR signal is used by 
the audio provider to trigger a message to the speech recognition engine to start the 
recognition process. On receipt of the start message, the SRS asks the audio provider 
to send the first frame from the buffer for processing. The audio provider knows 
where within its circular buffer (which in the current VAC implementation will hold 
10 seconds of audio data) the start of the pilot’s instruction is and will pass the 
relevant frame. Once the recognition engine has processed the first frame it will 
continue to ask for further frames until it is told to stop. 
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Prior to the start of the recognition process, the SRS can determine from the state of 
the aircraft what section of the dynamic grammar should be “loaded”, i.e., if the 
aircraft is currently in ground state it will only have available in the search path, those 
commands that are relevant to this state. This technique significantly reduces the size 
of the search space which in turn improves the accuracy of the recognition process.  
A negative aspect of a grammar-based recognition system is that the engine may find 
a “perceived” match of an out-of-grammar command against one of the phrases 
within the grammar. Even if the pilot says something totally inappropriate, e.g., the 
pilot inadvertently selects the PTR while commenting to his copilot “head down, I’m 
hungry,” there is a very strong likelihood that the recognizer will find a phonetic 
match within the grammar such as “heading three hundred.” Conventional speech 
engine tuning techniques can be used to match such out-of-grammar commands to 
“catch-all” phonemes and/or to tighten up the confidence thresholds to minimize false 
positive matches. 

When the audio provider detects that there is no longer a PTR signal in the audio 
stream it stores this information in the circular buffer at the appropriate point. As the 
speech engine continues to ask for audio it eventually reaches the point in the buffer 
where the “NO PTR” message is stored and uses that information as an instruction to 
stop the recognition. 
 

4.2.2.1 Speaker Acoustic Adaptation 
The VAC SRS currently uses Speaker Acoustic Adaptation. This process takes the 
last utterance and adapts the acoustic models to take into account differences between 
the way the pilot speaks and the current acoustic models, e.g., if the speaker has a 
tendency to say “tree” instead of “three” then in the following utterance, the speech 
engine will create an additional phonetic representation this phoneme. This technique 
can improve the recognition results for speakers with heavy accents but it does 
require additional processing power and memory usage. 

 
4.2.2.2 SRS Functional Components 

Before we move on to the post recognition stage, there are four key Adacel 
components within the SRS, which are the glue of the SRS. The components are the 
SR Engine Controller Audio Provider, Dynamic Grammar Controller and finally the 
Post Processor, which will be discussed in the next section “Post Recognition”. 
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Figure 12. Embedded SRS Functional Schematic 

 
• SR Engine Controller – This component is responsible for the initialization of the 

aircraft SRS at aircraft power up. The SR engine controller communicates with the 
client system interface through the API to request the necessary system files. These 
files which are stored at various locations within the aircraft systems include the 
acoustic models, grammars, SRS configuration files and many others. There are 26 
separate external files required by the SRS and the order in which they are requested 
and processed is managed by this component. The SR Engine Controller executes two 
other primary tasks; firstly it broadcasts a heartbeat to the rest of the aircraft systems 
letting any system which subscribes to this message that all is well. Secondly, it sends 
a message indicating which of the acoustic models is currently being used by the 
speech engine.  

• Audio Provider – The audio provider has been discussed previously so in summary, it 
is responsible for the start and stop of the recognition engine and the management of 
the circular buffer. The audio provider manages most of the communication between 
the speech engine and the remainder of the SRS.  

• Dynamic Grammar Controller – This component manages the aircraft state dynamic 
grammar functionality. The aircraft subsystems broadcast information relating to the 
state of the aircraft, e.g., aircraft is on the ground, or aircraft is in the air. This 
information is used by the SRS to implement dynamic grammar and improve the 
recognition results. For example, if the aircraft is on the ground, there are a number of 
airborne related commands within the grammar which are not valid. By telling the 
speech engine to search only the appropriate subset of commands, more accurate 
recognition results can be achieved.  
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4.2.3 Stage 3, Post-recognition 

Now that the recognition engine has completed its task, there are certain tasks that 
need to be accomplished before the result is considered valid and the command string 
is passed to the appropriate aircraft system fro processing. These tasks are 
conceptually carried out by the “Recognized Commands Post Processor” module. If 
we were to assume that the recognition engine will always correctly recognize the 
pilot’s spoken command then the purpose of this module would be to simply convert 
the output of the recognition engine into the format required by the aircraft 
subsystems. The converted command string will be passed through the SRS API to 
the client system interface.  
Unfortunately, speech recognition technology cannot guarantee 100% accuracy in the 
cockpit environment (although at 98% it will be very close). Due to the possibility of 
an error by the SRS, the results produced by the system undergo “Post Processing” 
which in simple terms will use a number of techniques to validate the result before it 
is allowed to be passed through the API to the aircraft subsystems.  

4.2.3.1 Post-Processing 
Post-processing is a general term used to describe the techniques and technologies 
used after the recognition process is complete. It can take a number of forms, only 
some of which are described here. Not all of the following techniques are required for 
each application and not will appear in a VAC product. 

4.2.3.1.1 Confidence Levels 

All good speech engines have a self-scoring mechanism (confidence level) that can be 
put to good use in the post-processing environment. As the recognizer executes its 
task, it assigns a confidence factor to each of the words in the utterance, which is a 
measure of how sure the engine was that the word was correctly recognized. By 
implementing a rejection scheme based upon a defined confidence level threshold, 
poorly-recognized words can be rejected to prevent bad data from reaching the end 
application.  

Confidence levels are also very effective in producing a more interactive and user-
friendly speech recognition application. Rather than reject outright a word that falls 
below the defined confidence level threshold, the confidence level restriction can be 
applied to an entire phrase. In this case, even though a single word may not have been 
recognized, there may be enough confidence in the other surrounding words to 
recognize the correct phrase, e.g., if a speaker says “Select autopilot hold” and the 
recognizer has a low confidence in the word “Select,” there is enough confidence in 
the rest of the sentence to score this phrase as a valid result. There would be a much 
stronger confidence level returned if there were no alternative replacements for the 
word “Select” in the supported grammar. 

4.2.3.1.2 Partial Results and N-Best Processing 

Partial Results and N-best processing allows the recognition engine to return more 
than one possible result from its search activities. This is a very powerful tool in 
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system post-processing technology. When combined with “System Intelligence,” it 
can give the end user the impression of a system that produces almost 100% 
recognition results.  
Returning to our example, let’s assume that we have selected N to equal two, so that 
the system will pass to the Recognized Commands Post Processor” module the two 
phrases that most closely match what the engine heard. If the pilot were to issue the 
command “Autopilot Off”, it is possible in the high noise cockpit environment (even 
more probable should the pilot be pulling a high g maneuver) that the SRS could not 
with enough confidence decide if the command issued was “Autopilot Off” or 
“Autopilot On”. Both possible results would be passed to the domain intelligence 
module which would then analyze what it knows about the current state off the 
aircraft and in particular the autopilot system. In this case the autopilot is already on 
so the system can make the assumption that the command that makes most sense is 
“Autopilot Off”. Naturally, in a safety critical application, the user ought to be asked 
to confirm the speech system understands of the command before processing it.  

4.2.3.1.3 Grammar Probabilities 

The recognition process can use probabilities to weight grammar constructs while 
searching for matches within its data space. These weightings force the SRS to favor 
certain phrases over others. Typically you assign higher probabilities to those phrases 
you expect to be spoken more frequently. Adding probabilities to a grammar can 
potentially increase recognition speed and accuracy. However, incorrect probability 
assignment will hurt recognition performance. Grammar probabilities are 
recommended only for large vocabulary grammars where probability can be 
accurately estimated based on real usage. 

4.2.3.2 Pilot Feedback 
When designing the JSF system careful consideration was given to the human factors 
aspect. There are many examples of new aircraft systems that prior to their formal 
integration into the aircraft, seemed to have some “neat” features. One of these 
features was the synthetic voice warnings provided by applications such as the ground 
proximity warning system. Unfortunately, it was discovered after integration that 
these systems can be a serious distraction to the pilot and as such have a safety 
implication. There are many instances where the pilot response would be to simply 
turn off the distracting feature. 

Synthetic speech when integrated effectively provides both an efficiency and safety 
benefit. However after human factors studies, it was decided to use the feature 
sparingly. Where synthetic speech is not being used there are alternate feedback 
methods.  

There are 3 methods used to provide feedback to the pilot: 

• Visual – The pilot immediately sees the effect of the command on an aircraft 
system, e.g., “Display Norfolk approach chart on Display Unit #1” results in 
the pilot immediately seeing the change on Display Unit #1. 

• Textual – A text Read-Out Line (ROL) which shows the result of the 
recognition process. As the pilot speaks, the ROL shows each word as it is 
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recognized, giving instant feedback as to the performance of the SRS. The 
ROL can be placed wherever appropriate, typically on the PFD if a glass 
cockpit is installed. 

• Audio – An audio response using a synthetic voice in safety critical 
commands, e.g., when setting the autopilot heading, the synthetic speech 
system will ask for confirmation that the recognized heading is correct. 
Furthermore, the synthetic voice provides feedback when asking for aircraft 
data, e.g., “say fuel state.” 

The first thought is generally always “what do I want the synthetic speech system to 
say in response to my command?” but unfortunately the answer to this question is 
insufficient when defining a TTS response. Here are a number of other questions 
which should be asked (and answered): 

• What should the response be if the system receives an invalid instruction? 

• What should the response be if the system partially recognizes the command? 

• If I permit chaining of multiple commands in a single utterance, how do I best 
concatenate the responses? e.g.,  
o Command = “set autopilot heading 270,” Response = “ autopilot heading 

270” 
o Command = “set autopilot altitude 3000 feet,” response = “autopilot 

altitude 3000 feet” 
If both of these commands are spoken in the same utterance, the pilot would 
probably not want the response, autopilot heading 270 autopilot altitude 3000 
feet. A better response might be “heading 270, altitude 3000”. Furthermore in 
a system that allows chained commands, it may not be necessary to produce a 
response for all commands in the chain. 

Finally, there are many applications where the content of they response may 
dynamically change in relation to the busyness of the frequency being used. In the 
highly interactive air traffic control environment, pilots and controllers instinctively 
adjust the content of their instructions and responses as the frequency becomes more 
or less busy. Our team uses techniques to both dynamically adjust the content of a 
synthetic speech transmission and speed up and slow down the delivery of the speech 
therein (when the application would benefit from this feature). 

4.2.4 SRS Component Development 
Before the SRS can perform its tasks, it has to be told what to recognize and how to 
recognize it through the development of the grammar, dictionary and the speech 
engine configuration. The development of the grammar, dictionary and the 
configuration of the speech engine are arguably the most critical and time consuming 
parts of the system development.  
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Figure 13. Grammar and Speech Engine Configuration Process 

 
 

The system shown in the diagram above has a number of activities taking place 
concurrently. In addition, these are repeating processes throughout the lifecycle of the 
application development. The process above can be divided into three parallel 
activities: 

• Speech Engine Configuration and Optimization – Selection of the most 
appropriate speech engine, acoustic models and sampling rates followed by 
lengthy configuration and tuning cycles. 

• Grammar Development – The phonetic creation of the words and phrases to 
be supported by the end application, including the use of grammar 
optimization tools and techniques. 

• Testing – Continual benchmarking of the results of the changes to the first two 
activities. 

All of these activities are described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

4.2.4.1 Grammar 
The term “grammar” in this document is used to describe all of the various 
components and data used by the speech engine. Conceptually, a grammar is a set of 
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phrases (possibly infinite) that circumscribes what the user is expected to say. The 
grammar writer’s task is therefore to identify and define that set of phrases and 
encode them appropriately, in specific format, such as A-BNF. The complexity of the 
grammar directly affects the speed and accuracy of the speech recognition, so 
grammars must be constructed with as much care and precision as a complex 
software program. The grammar developer will always try to limit the over-coverage. 
Grammar writing is usually an unfamiliar task for most software developers, and 
furthermore creating a high quality, error-free grammar requires different skills than 
programming in a language like java or C++. Ideally, grammar development should 
be performed by experts in computational linguistics. 

4.2.4.1.1 Word Pronunciation 

Speech engines contain large phonetic dictionaries detailing the words that can be 
recognized and the phonetic construction of those words. The words are those found 
in the native language of the chosen speech engine. Unfortunately spoken language is 
not as black and white as it appears in written form, e.g., in English there are many 
words which sound the same but have a different meaning (there and their). To 
further complicate the process, there are many regional accents in the English 
language which results in the same word with the same meaning being spoken in a 
phonetically different manner, e.g., the word via could be spoken phonetically as 
“Vy-yah” or “Vee-ah.” Furthermore, there may be a requirement for words which are 
not part of the language of the speech engine, e.g., in aviation, the callsigns of many 
oversees airlines would not be found in the English dictionary (“Lauda Air,” 
“Antonov”).  A successful speech application that may have many users with a wide 
range of accents and contain words which are not part of the native dictionary will 
require a supplemental phonetic dictionary. Furthermore, when users said words 
consecutively, they tend to modify the pronunciation of some words, this is called the 
co-articulation phenomenon. One of the most complex tasks for the grammar and 
dictionary developer is to identify where the co-articulation takes place and create 
accordingly new combined words in the custom dictionary. The creation of the words 
in this dictionary requires expertise in linguistic, phonology and morphology to 
adequately optimize the words using the correct phoneme set for the supported 
language.  

4.2.4.1.2 Natural Language Interpretation 

Modern speech engines include a range of optimization features that can significantly 
improve recognition results. These features include confidence levels, probability 
settings, dynamic grammars, N-best processing, and many more. To make the most of 
these tools, consideration has to be given to the way a phrase or command is 
constructed, e.g., dynamic grammar requires knowledge of what type of entity or 
interface the command is intended for and as such, when defining grammar, the 
necessary attributes required to make use of the optimization features needs to be 
included. The proper use of these tools requires expertise gleaned from years of 
working with them.  
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4.2.4.1.2.1 Grammar Validation 

Grammar validation is the process of optimizing the grammar so that the speech 
engine does not have to search through combinations of commands which are not 
valid. The definition of the rules which are going to be applied to do dynamic 
validation during the runtime operation requires both technical expertise in the 
grammar definition and a thorough understanding of the domain to which it is being 
applied to avoid incorrect rule definition and the imposition of an artificially small 
grammar due to conflicting rules. In an application of many thousands of commands, 
it is all too easy to destroy the recognition benefits gained from the other recognition 
techniques by misusing this technique. 

4.2.4.2 Grammar Tuning and Optimization 
There are a number of technologies used to improve the recognition results in an 
application with a very large grammar search space. This section describes two of the 
most significant: Phonetic Distance Analysis and Dynamic Grammar. 

4.2.4.2.1 Dynamic Grammar 

Dynamic grammar allows adding and removing phrases and words to the active 
grammar. The correct implementation of dynamic grammar is utmost in the 
production of a LVCR application when you consider the mathematics. If you have 
an application that contains only 15 possible phrases that can all be said in any order, 
for example, the number of possible combinations is 15! or over a trillion possibilities 
that the speech engine must search through in order to produce a result.  
Dynamic grammar permits the application to prune such huge search spaces down to 
only those commands that are expected to be used given the current state of the 
application. Although the size of the search path is still very large, even removing a 
single permutation produces an exponential reduction in that search path. The process 
of grammar-writing becomes more complex with the introduction of dynamic 
grammars, since each state of the application must be analyzed and the necessary 
attributes that permit dynamic grammar to be initiated extracted. The definition of 
each command or phrase will require the attachment of a number of tags or 
classifications which permit the system to shrink or grow the searchable grammar 
based upon a system-defined trigger (normally invisible to the user). 
In short, dynamic grammar is a powerful but again, complex, tool in the performance 
vs. required resources trade-off. 

4.2.4.3 SRS Choice and Configuration 
Tuning of the speech recognition system is typically a trade-off between accuracy and 
response latency. After selecting the most appropriate speech engine for the task, the 
creation and testing of acoustic models has to take place along with the 
implementation of appropriate noise compensation techniques. 

At the heart of the SRS is the speech engine. Choosing the right one from the variety 
of technologies and sources that is the most appropriate to the application you are 
trying to develop is the first step on the road to a successful application. The various 
commercial and open source speech engines each have their own unique features that 
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make them more suitable for one application vs. another. Some of the questions that 
have to be asked and answered are  

• What operating system is to be used?  

• Is it an embedded application?  

• Is it a real time operating system?  

• What processing power, memory and other hardware constraints are there?  

• Is it a safety critical application?  

• What is the relative size and perplexity of the intended grammar?  

• What environment will the application be used in?  

• Which recognition mode is preferable? (press-to-rec, end-pointing, …)? 

• What are the audio format and quality available? 

• Is dynamic grammar required? 

• What are the commercial constraints? (License costs, number of seats etc)  
The answer to these sorts of questions narrow down the available speech engine 
choices, but only a sound understanding each of the proffered technologies, the 
optimization functions they include, the availability of development toolkits (SDK’s), 
and practical experience in their actual use will finally determine the best choice. 
There is simply no point in selecting a speech engine with high native recognition 
rates if it does not have the appropriate supporting features or will not run on the 
operating system required by the target application. 
Once a speech engine has been chosen, its associated acoustic models are the 
representation of the pronunciation of phonemes that make up a language. Typically 
for one phoneme, there will be separate models covering the various speakers and 
environments in which the phoneme may appear to the speech engine, e.g., different 
accents, gender, age, environment (noisy or quiet), and audio channel (cell phone, 
wired network, etc) models. If alternative acoustic models are available, the best one 
must be matched with the sampling rate of the audio. Moreover, there is a close 
relationship between the acoustic model and the noise compensation implementation. 

4.2.4.4 Probabilistic Optimum Filtering for VAC Noise Compensation 
It may be tempting to assume that noise cancellation is a foregone conclusion when 
operating speech recognition in a high noise environment. In practice, noise 
cancellation is one of the most commonly misused technologies. Surely using an 
active noise cancellation microphone will help the recognition rate? The answer is 
“not necessarily.” Noise cancellation has an unfortunate side effect of not only 
removing background noise, but also removing tiny pieces of acoustic data which, 
although perhaps not noticeable to the human ear, turn out to be extremely important 
in the recognition acoustic analysis.  

A more correct term for the technique used to deal with excess noise is called “noise 
compensation.” In safety critical applications, it may require the development of 
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custom acoustic models for the environment in which the application is to be used. A 
noise filtering mechanism will subtract a representation of the cockpit noise from the 
audio stream received by the speech engine leaving in theory just the pilots spoken 
words. The noise filtering capability of the JSF, for instance, uses fixed noise models 
for the compensation process and early test results show that the JSF SRS will satisfy 
the 98% recognition rate.  

Having custom acoustic models which represents the actual noise expected in the 
application environment allows the speech engine to remove the superfluous noise 
that is mixed into the received audio signal with the speakers utterance, to be 
removed leaving an audio input to the speech engine which is very clean. However, 
there are more challenging airborne environments (e.g., helicopters) where a fixed 
model may not be satisfactory. 

In a challenging noise environment such as a helicopter, it is likely necessary to 
implement advanced techniques to improve the recognition process. One such 
technique is known as “Probabilistic Optimum Filtering” or POF. As discussed, our 
laboratory VAC has a fixed noise filtering model which works well for that 
application. POF technology will allow the noise compensation process to be adjusted 
depending upon the actual conditions in the cockpit at the time of speaking, e.g., the 
cockpit noise of the helicopter while it is sitting on the ground prior to taxi is much 
lower than the same aircraft in a high speed low level profile. Using this advanced 
technology, the speech system can continuously analyze the noise signal of the 
cockpit from the audio stream. Once the PTR message has been received, the speech 
system will use the first few hundred milliseconds of the audio signal prior to the 
detection of the pilot’s speech and use this noise model to dynamically adjust the 
noise filtering system. By using this method, the speech system will use the optimal 
noise filtering model for the actual cockpit conditions at the time the speech is 
detected.  
The current VAC demo produced during this Phase I project uses an acoustic model 
that does not include a POF capability trained for the aircraft noise signature. POF 
mapping is defined as a piecewise linear transformation of noisy feature space into 
clean feature space. It extends the speech engine’s recognition capabilities as follows: 

• Makes use of available acoustic models, trained with large databases, with 
mapped POF features 

• Only needs a small amount of data to develop mappings 

• Can be combined with model adaptation 

• Deals with varying SNR conditions 

• Extended to use concatenated feature vectors from two microphone feature 
vectors 

• Extended to deal with multiple noises, including some degree of non-
stationary noises  

• Can be used to match standard models to non-standard microphones 
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SRI International recently conducted POF tests with their Dynaspeak recognizer 
running a simple command-and-control grammar similar to ours on a HMMWV 
operated at 55 mph over rough terrain with variable interior noise levels of over 100 
dbA. Without POF, Dynaspeak produced command accuracies of about 67%, in line 
with what we observed in our test Baron’s cockpit. With POF enabled, command 
accuracies above 91% were achieved. [5]  

We therefore believe that the single act of incorporating their existing POF 
technology to our VAC system will bring the command accuracy well into an 
acceptable range, even before all our other proprietary optimization techniques 
discussed in this section have been applied. Unfortunately, the custom acoustic 
models associated with POF implementation are not cheap to develop, typically 
requiring low six figure budgets and hundreds of thousands of samples. A portion of 
our Phase II funding will be reserved for such a task. 
 

4.2.4.5 SRS Configuration Tuning 
Modern speech engines come with an array of optimization and configuration tools 
which when used correctly will significantly enhance the performance of the 
recognition system. Unfortunately, there are well over 100 configuration parameters 
in the JSF system and many of these parameters have interdependent relationships 
where changing one will affect the outcome of another. 

This team has developed an automated optimization system which will analyze the 
effects of changing a number of key settings and produce the ideal system 
configuration. A full run of this system on the JSF SRS takes approximately 9 days to 
complete, imagine how long it would take to achieve the same results through the 
manual process. The lengthy optimization is a continual process as many of the 
tuning parameters are grammar dependent. Even a single change to the grammar may 
result in a decrease in the recognition process, so the automatic optimization system 
finds regular use throughout the development process. 

4.3 Certification Issues 
We have had very preliminary discussions with several FAA managers and 
experienced manufacturers of both aircraft and avionics equipment regarding the 
ability and cost to certify a VAC. All participants agree that certification will be a 
rather large hurdle for what will always remain a non-deterministic function like 
VAC; that is, cockpit voice recognition will never achieve perfect reliability and thus 
might be difficult to prove sufficiently reliable to be placed into a safety-intense 
application such as an aircraft cockpit. In the end, how it is applied to the cockpit 
environment – which equipment it “touches” – will ultimately determine how quickly 
and/or costly the certification process will be. 

Table 2, taken from FAA Advisory Circular AC 25.1309-1BX, explains how the 
FAA classifies failure conditions: 
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Term Explanation 

No Safety 
Effect 

Failure conditions that would have no effect on safety; for example, failure 
conditions that would not cause physical discomfort to anyone, adversely 
affect the operational capability of the airplane, or increase flightcrew 
workload. 

Minor Failure conditions that would not significantly reduce airplane safety, and 
involve flightcrew actions that are well within their capabilities.  Minor failure 
conditions may include, for example: 

• a slight reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities;  
• a slight increase in flightcrew workload, such as routine flight plan 

changes; or 
• some physical discomfort to passengers or cabin crew. 

Major Failure conditions that would reduce the capability of the airplane or the 
ability of the flightcrew to cope with adverse operating conditions to the extent 
that there would be, for example: 

• a significant reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities;  
• a significant increase in flightcrew workload or in conditions impairing 

flightcrew efficiency;  
• discomfort to the flightcrew; or  
• physical distress to passengers or cabin crew, possibly including 

injuries. 

Hazardous Failure conditions that would reduce the capability of the airplane or the 
ability of the flightcrew to cope with adverse operating conditions to the extent 
that there would be, for example: 

• a large reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities; or 
• physical distress or excessive workload such that the flightcrew cannot 

be relied upon to perform their tasks accurately or completely; or 
• serious or fatal injuries to a relatively small number of persons other 

than the flightcrew. 

Catastrophic Failure conditions that would result in multiple fatalities, usually with the loss 
of the airplane.  (NOTE:  A catastrophic failure condition was defined 
differently in previous versions of § 25.1309 and in accompanying advisory 
material as “a failure condition that would prevent continued safe flight and 
landing.”) 

Table 2. Classification of Failure Conditions 
 

It may very well be that a VAC tied to an autopilot will inevitably be viewed as 
having a Major impact on the aircraft’s safety should it fail, with all the attendant 
certification requirements associated with autopilot technology. This would 
necessitate a rigorous certification process of line-by-line source code validation, as 
well as a failure analysis that proves how a VAC can never “take over” control of the 
aircraft and actually create a flight hazard. If this is indeed the case, it would therefore 
take multiple years and million of dollars of cost to achieve this level of certification 
for VAC. 
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However, VAC is not an autopilot itself, and it will inevitably be isolated from the 
aircraft’s autopilot by virtue of its PTR button and the further interlock that a verbal 
or manual confirmation process would engender. Furthermore, preexisting alternative 
(manual) input methods can be immediately used to quickly undo any incorrectly-
accepted VAC commands, and a VAC on/off switch would isolate it from the 
autopilot circuit if it somehow failed into an “active” command state. We believe that 
additional investigation into the certification standards may allow a properly-designed 
VAC to be classified as having at most a Minor effect should it fail. 

If autopilot control is not desired at all, a reduced VAC capability that only allowed 
the pilot to tune radios and look up navigation and other information from an 
electronic flight bag, which is how Gulfstream Corp. suggests a VAC might be best 
utilized in their cockpit, would certainly be classified as having a Minor or even No 
Safety Effect should it fail. In this instance, then, a VAC would be relatively easy and 
inexpensive to certify.  

Although this research team had initially believed that being able to control the 
aircraft’s attitude directly via VAC commands would contribute to workload 
reduction in all aircraft, particularly helicopters, Gulfstream human factors personnel 
have made compelling arguments to us that even greater workload reduction is 
available by simply giving the pilot the ability to search for information (charts, 
intersections, radio frequencies, etc.) by voice command. In other words, the easiest-
to-certify VAC variation may in fact give us the maximum workload reduction. See 
Section Error! Reference source not found. for details).  

 

4.4 Summary of VAC Implementation Issues 
Regardless of which domain the system is deployed in, there are two key 
requirements in developing the speech recognition components upon which a VAC is 
based:  

1) Do whatever is possible to achieve high raw recognition results, then 

2) Make sure that they “make sense” within the context of the application 
environment.  

These two fundamental principals are common to all speech recognition system 
deployments no matter which domains are being considered. All of the techniques we 
have discussed, as well as many more proprietary ones, have a direct carry-over to 
speech recognition performance in other domains. 

Speech recognition is both an art and a science. Development of a speech application 
for speaker-independent, large vocabulary, continuous speech applications requires 
sound engineering skills and an understanding of modern programming techniques 
and development environments. But it also requires carefully combining heuristics 
with the art of crafting well-designed grammars.  
The techniques summarized in this section, particularly POF technology (see Section 
Error! Reference source not found.) and acoustic modeling, will all be exploited 
during Phase II to increase the final command accuracy of a first generation VAC to 
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at least 92% (98% word accuracy), with the ultimate goal of achieving 95+% 
command accuracy (which will require 98.75% word accuracy). Based on this team’s 
demonstrated track record in optimizing our various existing SRS systems for ATC 
and JSF operations, we should easily be able to achieve this goal during a Phase II 
follow-on research effort. 
 

5. Conclusions and Next Steps 
5.1 Feasibility of VAC Concept 

The overriding goal of this Phase I research project was to prove the feasibility of the 
VAC concept, at least in a laboratory setting of a flight simulator. We 
opportunistically extended this project to prove up its feasibility via a flight-tested 
prototype as well.  
In the former case, before tuning or any pre- or post-processing of the recognizer 
output, we achieved the expected 98% word accuracy under normal laboratory 
conditions and 96% word accuracy under highly unstable (helicopter) noise 
conditions. These test results can be easily tuned up using conventional speech 
recognition techniques augmented by our proprietary technology to meet acceptable 
operational standards. 
In the latter case, we actually built and flew a VAC prototype, a feat well beyond the 
originally-stated goals of this project. Although its in-flight word accuracy declined 
further to 91% inside the older piston twin’s cockpit, we have shown in the just-
previous section how we can move its performance back into the 98+% region 
through the addition of a variety of techniques that range from direct manipulation of 
the recognition engine’s noise compensation algorithms (see Section Error! 
Reference source not found. that discussed the currently-available POF technology) 
to pre- and post-processing of the recognizer’s input and output according to proven 
heuristic techniques used on our other voice-recognition-driven products. 

5.2 Benefits of VAC 
The comprehensive variation of VAC that was integrated into the X-Plane flight 
simulator allowed pilots of both fixed wing and helicopters to fly difficult missions 
solely by voiced commands, something that was observed to substantially reduce 
their workloads. Various informal scenarios involving VFR-to-IFR transitions, 
missed approaches, diversion to alternates, emergencies, and extensive flight plan 
changes were handled with aplomb via simple voice commands that, at times, 
replaced many knobs twists and chart searches.  
Most participants were observed to be visibly more comfortable managing the aircraft 
in typically-stressful situations. In particular, the ability to say, “configure for go-
around” and have the aircraft perform multiple reconfiguration operations 
automatically (throttle to full power, gear up, flaps up, climb to missed approach 
altitude, head for missed approach point) was viewed by our test pilots as a 
remarkable safety improvement during an extremely high workload portion of flight. 
The further ability to set frequencies and/or routes using conventional names (“select 
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Norfolk ILS approach frequency” or “Display Langley airport diagram”) was 
likewise perceived to be much easier than having to look up and (re)enter raw data, 
particularly in the context of manipulating the aircraft’s controls at the same time.  
Among the various stakeholders we interviewed within our panel of experts – 
airframe manufacturers, avionics manufacturers, EMS operators, corporate pilots, 
single-engine private pilots, commercial airline pilots, and various FAA employees – 
every one had their expectations of workload reduction confirmed once they 
experienced the voice-enabled X-Plane simulator demonstration, with the overall 
average workload reduction reported to range between 10% and 50% and averaging 
about 27%. Not a single nay-sayer stepped forward from the entire community we 
demonstrated the VAC-equipped X-Plane to. And after the actual flight testing, even 
a “doubting Thomas” avionics manufacturer executive admitted that his mind had 
been changed by the experience, that the ability to fly an aircraft via voice command 
would clearly constitute workload reduction with its attendant safety benefit. 

5.3 Next Steps 
Over the course of this project, the VAC concept evolved into two quite separate 
capabilities, each desired by different classes of users. An avionics manufacturer 
might want a VAC integrated into their equipment such as an EFIS or autopilot. As 
such, VAC would be primarily used to control the aircraft’s attitude via its Autopilot 
class of commands. Their belief, proved up during both our laboratory and in-flight 
test, is that significant workload reduction is available, particularly for helicopter 
operators under IFR conditions, in this way.  

Another class of users may see VAC as a knowledgeable copilot or pilot’s assistant 
that can “look up” information for the pilot in command, thereby saving him the need 
to meticulously move cursors around and manipulate increasingly complex display 
units or electronic flight bag windows or even paper charts.  

In the following sections, we turn a critical eye toward what specific steps are 
required to move each variation of VAC forward, should funding become available 
via a Phase II follow-on project. 

5.3.1 VAC for Attitude Control 
The first flights of a VAC-controlled autopilot on the experimental Baron led to some 
immediate next steps necessary before a second set of test flights should be 
attempted. In this section, we detail these short-term opportunities to raise its 
recognition rate to a level that would be considered acceptable to move forward 
towards certification. 

5.3.1.1 Software 
5.3.1.1.1 Grammar/Dictionary optimization  

We should optimize the grammar and, more importantly, the dictionary to adjust the 
pronunciation of words said in noisy environment. Phonemes in a noisy context sound 
different than they do when spoken in quiet conditions; i.e. “two” sounds like “thow.” 
During this Phase I project, we saw how just a few hours of tuning increased the 
command recognition rate from 50% to 66%; our past experience tells us that further 
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iterative tuning based on actual voice samples can produce another similar increase in 
a longer term. 

 
5.3.1.1.2 Run with release library 

The current version of the VAC runs using a debug instead of release library. This was 
only due to a lack of time. The next version should run more efficiently with the 
release library. 

 
5.3.1.1.3 Improve ARINC-429 protocol. 

To allow the confirmation text display (ROL) on the PFD, we performed a software 
upgrade literally overnight, between the first and the second flights. In so doing, we 
changed the way we were using the ARINC-429 protocol and now need to clean up 
the rest of the code to reflect our revised standard. 

 
5.3.1.1.4 Speech model selection 

For this project, in the interest of time, we used SRI’s default noise model. Others are 
available at no charge. We have not but should investigate the performance obtainable 
with all available acoustic models for Dynaspeak. 

5.3.1.2 Recognizer 
Right now, we are currently not using any noise compensation algorithm from SRI, 
static or dynamic. We should start using the dynamic POF that has just now become 
available within DynaSpeak. If their preliminary testing on the HMMWV vehicle is 
accurate, incorporating dynamic POF alone would probably improve the raw speech 
recognition accuracy to the level of good usability. SRI would need to provide the 
mapping POF-data based on the sample of background noise that we have collected on 
these initial and subsequent test flights. 

 

5.3.1.3 Operating System 
5.3.1.3.1 Alternate operating system investigation 

Some software artifacts remain because of Windows. We must investigate a more 
reliable OS such as QNX, vxWorks (WindRiver) or even better GreenHills Integrity 
178-B as used on the JSF. Selecting one of the two last OSes would presumably 
facilitate the certification process. 

 
5.3.1.3.2 Improve scheduler 

During our in-flight testing, we discovered that the scheduler was not that accurate. 
We should try to improve the current scheduler implementation within Windows, 
although switching to a real-time OS such as Green Hills could also accomplish this. 
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5.3.1.4 Hardware 
5.3.1.4.1 Microphone interface circuit optimization 

During flight testing, we realized that the gain structure of the current interface circuit 
was too high and corrected that by the addition of a second stage with another 
gain/attenuation adjustment. This “jury-rigged” circuit should be revised, simplified, 
and rebuilt from scratch. 

 
5.3.1.4.2 Addition of an Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 

Since the cockpit is exposed to a wide variety of noise conditions and microphone 
placement, an automatic gain control at the input should improve, or at least regulate, 
the recognition performance. It would maximize the dynamic range input and would 
limit to a minimum the saturation of the signal that is so harmful to speech 
recognition. We should build and test an AGC circuit in our next iteration of VAC. 
 

5.3.1.4.3 Flash hard drive selection and installation 

We should replace the mechanical hard drive in our PC/104 chassis with a solid-state 
device such as a flash drive to improve reliability. 
 

5.3.1.5 Certification Issues 
Looming over any long-term progress in the attitude control arena remains the issue of 
certification. During a Phase II effort, we would consult with both industry and 
government experts regarding the ability, time, and cost necessary to certify a VAC 
that directly “touches” the aircraft’s autopilot. 
 

5.3.2 VAC for Navigation and Search 
Perhaps an easier alternative to most quickly deploy VAC to reduce pilot workload, 
particularly for PVFR operations, will be to use it to assist the pilot with navigation 
functions. The following sorts of example phraseology to be implemented and fine-
tuned were suggested by our panel of experts: 
 

• Search/Show/Find/Get/Display/Google (Nearest) VOR/NDB/ Airport/ 
Intersection) 

• All/Only/Within/Miles/Refine/Closest/Select/Cancel/Start 
over/Undo/”Backspace” 

• Find ______ VOR or all the VORs within ____ miles 

• North/South/East/West  

• All derivatives of Cardinal directions (e.g. SSE) 

• Ahead/Behind/Right/Left of own ship (“what is that airport to my right?”) 

• All derivatives of egocentric directions 
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• High altitude/Low altitude/Major/Big/Small 

• Search for nearest intersection. (Note: Intersections are very important since 
pilots may not know the intersections phonetically) 

• Search _________ (without the word “intersection;” without further 
specifying the range it should display all _______ names, including 
intersections, VORs, etc., within a reasonable range appropriate to airspeed) 

Depending on the specific EFB or FMS that is to be controlled, this sort of 
phraseology could be greatly expanded to enable a relatively conversational exchange 
between pilot and his voice-enabled navigator.  
As this team’s history with the full 7110.65 ATC phraseology would indicate, it is 
almost easier for a speech recognition system to handle larger sentences than short 
ones. So enabling these sorts of much longer queries is well within the team’s 
capabilities. An iterative approach involving grammar creation, implementation, 
interactive testing, and then extension will be used in conjunction with our expert 
panel to handle the usual and customary ways pilots have of interactive with each 
specific EFB or FMS unit. 

5.4 Final Thoughts 
This project went vastly beyond its original goals in proving up the feasibility of 
VAC and its ability to reduce GA pilot workload and contribute to the safety of flight. 
Not only were the team’s expectations met in terms of recognition accuracies in the 
lab, but we were able to build and fly a very preliminary prototype using only the 
very limited funding of this Phase I project. By doing this, we have dramatically 
reduced the risk associated with a Phase II effort, and now believe that the balance is 
heavily tilted towards the Development side of the R&D equation when such a 
follow-on project is funded. The benefit that VAC brings to reducing workload and 
increasing safety of flight, particularly during single-pilot, PVFR operations, is 
compelling, is real, and is now well within our grasp. 
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Appendix A. BNF Grammar Listing 

This appendix lists the BNF code that represents the top-level commands recognized 
by our Dynaspeak-based VAC system. In the interest of simplicity and brevity, we 
have not listed the lower-level constructs that build up such items as headings, 
altitudes, and the like. Nor have we listed the VAC-specific additions to the standard 
phonetic dictionary. 
#====================================================================== 
# COMMANDS 
#====================================================================== 
 
<SayCmd> = 
    say  {command=say:} 
    ( 
        altitude  {component=altitude} 
      | 
        fuel {component=fuel} 
      | 
        speed {component=speed} 
      | 
        heading {component=heading} 
      | 
        remaining flying time {component=flying_time} 
    ) 
; 
 
<DisplayCmd> = 
    display {command=display:} 
    ( 
        fuel {mode=fuel} 
      | 
        fail {mode=fail} 
      | 
        hydraulics {mode=hydraulic} 
      | 
        engine {mode=engine} 
      | 
        stat {mode=stat}       
    ) 
; 
 
<GearCmd> = 
    [landing] gear {command=gear:} 
    ( 
        up {mode=up} 
      | 
        down {mode=down} 
    ) 
; 
     
<FlapsCmd> = 
    (flap | flaps) {command=flaps:} 
    ( 
       (full | down) {setting=full}  
     | 
       up {setting=up} 
     | 
       one {setting=one} 
     | 
       two {setting=two} 
     | 
       three {setting=three} 
     | 
       four {setting=four} 
     | 
       five {setting=five} 
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     | 
       six {setting=six} 
    ) 
; 
     
<HeadingCmd> = 
    [fly] heading {command=heading:value=@heading} 
    ( 
        # 0 to 299 
        <ZeroToTwo> <ZeroToNine> <ZeroToNine> 
      | 
        # 300 to 359 
        <Three> <ZeroToFive> <ZeroToNine>  
      | 
        # 360 
        <Three> <Six> <Zero> 
    ) 
    [degrees] 
;   
   
<AutopilotCmd> = 
  ( 
      select autopilot {command=autopilot:action=on} 
    | 
      autopilot off {command=autopilot:action=off} 
    | 
      select (loc | localizer | nav) [mode] 
{command=autopilot:action=localizer_mode_on} 
    | 
      disengage (loc | localizer | nav) [mode] 
{command=autopilot:action=localizer_mode_off} 
    | 
      select glide slope [mode] {command=autopilot:action=glideslope_mode_on} 
    | 
      disengage glide slope [mode] {command=autopilot:action=glideslope_mode_off} 
    | 
      select altitude (hold | arm | mode) {command=autopilot:action=altitude_hold_on} 
    | 
      disengage altitude (hold | arm | mode) 
{command=autopilot:action=altitude_hold_off} 
    | 
      select vertical speed (hold | arm | mode) 
{command=autopilot:action=vertical_speed_hold_on} 
    | 
      disengage vertical speed (hold | arm | mode) 
{command=autopilot:action=vertical_speed_hold_off} 
    | 
      select auto throttle {command=autopilot:action=autothrottle_on} 
    | 
      disengage auto throttle {command=autopilot:action=autothrottle_off} 
    |     
      select heading (hold | arm | mode) {command=autopilot:action=heading_hold_on} 
    | 
      disengage heading (hold | arm | mode) 
{command=autopilot:action=heading_hold_off} 
  ) 
;   
   
<RadioFrequencyCmd> = 
   select [radio] frequency {command=radiofreq:value=@radiofreq} 
   ( 
       # 118.0 to 119.975 
       (<One> <One> (<Eight> | <Nine>) | <One> (<Eighteen> | <Nineteen>)) [[(point | 
decimal)] (<ZeroToNine> [<LastRadioDigits>] | <FrequencyDecimals>)]             
     | 
       # 120.0 to 129.975 
       <One> <Two> <ZeroToNine> [[(point | decimal)] (<ZeroToNine> [<LastRadioDigits>] 
| <FrequencyDecimals>)] 
     | 
       # 120.0 to 129.975 
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       <One> <Twenties> [(point | decimal) (<ZeroToNine> [<LastRadioDigits>] | 
<FrequencyDecimals>)] 
     | 
       # 130.0 to 136.975 
       <One> <Three> <ZeroToSix> [[(point | decimal)] (<ZeroToNine> 
[<LastRadioDigits>] | <FrequencyDecimals>)] 
     | 
       # 130.0 to 136.975 
       <One> <ThirtyToThirtySix> [(point | decimal) (<ZeroToNine> [<LastRadioDigits>] 
| <FrequencyDecimals>)] 
   ) 
; 
  
<FacilityFrequencyCmd> = 
  select {command=radiofreq:value=@radiofreq} <Facilities> frequency 
; 
   
<TransponderCmd> = 
  (squawk | squawking | change code to) {command=transponder:value=@transponder} 
    ( 
        <TransponderCode> 
      | 
        ident {-1} 
      | 
        emergency {7700} 
      | 
        standby {-4} 
      | 
        normal {-3} 
      | 
        (seven six zero zero | seventy six hundred | seven thousand six hundred) 
{7600} 
    ) 
  ) 
;     
   
<NavFrequencyCmd> = 
( 
    select (i l s | localizer | v o r) [frequency] {command=navfreq:value=@navfreq} 
    ( 
        <NavFrequency> 
    ) 
  ) 
; 
    
<ConfirmCmd> = 
  ( 
    (confirm | affirmative) {command=confirm} 
  ) 
;   
 
<AltitudeCmd> = 
  (   
    [select] altitude {command=altitude:value=@altitude} 
      <Altitude> [feet] 
  ) 
; 
 
<ClimbCmd> = 
  ( 
     climb and maintain {command=climb:altitude=@climb} 
       <Altitude> [feet] 
  ) 
; 
 
<DescendCmd> =  
  ( 
     descend and maintain {command=descend:altitude=@descend} 
       <Altitude> [feet] 
  ) 
; 
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<SpeedCmd> = 
  ( 
    [select] speed {command=speed:value=@speed} 
      <Speed> [(knot | knots)] 
  ) 
; 
   
<TrackCmd> = 
  ( 
    [select] set track {command=track:value=@track} 
    ( 
       # 0 to 299 
       <ZeroToTwo> <ZeroToNine> <ZeroToNine> 
     | 
        # 300 to 359 
        <Three> <ZeroToFive> <ZeroToNine>  
     | 
        # 360 
        <Three> <Six> <Zero> 
    )   
    [degrees] 
  ) 
;   
   
<BrakesCmd> =    
  ( 
      ([select] brakes on | set brakes) {command=brakes:value=on} 
    | 
      (brakes off | release brakes) {command=brakes:value=off} 
  ) 
; 
  
<VerticalSpeedCmd> = 
  [select] (vertical speed | v s i) {command=vertical_speed:value=@vertical_speed}    
    <VerticalSpeed> [feet]     
; 
 
<SelectRouteCmd> = 
(  
    (load | select) {command=select_route:value=@select_route}   
      [tactical] route <Phonetic> 
  | 
    (load | select) {command=select_route:value=N} 
      [route] sid (one zero | ten) north 
); 
 
<FlyRouteCmd> = 
( 
    fly {command=fly_route:value=@fly_route}  
      [tactical] route [<Phonetic>] 
  | 
    fly {command=fly_route:value=N} 
      [route] sid (one zero | ten) north  
); 
 
<FlyToLatLongCmd> = 
( 
  fly to {command=fly_to_latlong:latitude:degrees=} 
  ( 
      <PlusMinus> <FractionalLatitude> {:longitude:degrees=} <PlusMinus> 
<FractionalLongitude> 
    | 
      <FractionalLatitude> <CoordNorthSouth> {:longitude:degrees=} 
<FractionalLongitude> <CoordEastWest> 
    | 
      <DmsLatitude> {:longitude:degrees=} <DmsLongitude> 
  ) 
); 
 
<FlyToWaypoint> = 
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( 
   fly to {command=fly_to_latlong:latitude:degrees=} <Waypoints> 
); 
 
<SelectInitialModeCmd> = 
( 
    select approach mode {command=initial_mode:value=@initial_mode} <Phonetic> 
  | 
    select approach mode norfolk i l s runway (two three | twenty three) 
{command=initial_mode:value=z} 
  | 
    select approach mode langley i l s runway (eight | zero eight) 
{command=initial_mode:value=y}  
); 
 
<SelectFinalModeCmd> = 
  select final approach mode {command=final_mode} 
; 
 
<NegativeCmd> = 
  negative {command=negative} 
; 
 
<TurnHeadingCmd> =  
( 
    turn {command=turn_heading} <LeftRight> heading {:heading=@heading} 
    ( 
        # 0 to 299 
        <ZeroToTwo> <ZeroToNine> <ZeroToNine> 
      | 
        # 300 to 359 
        <Three> <ZeroToFive> <ZeroToNine>  
      | 
        # 360 
        <Three> <Six> <Zero> 
    ) 
    [degrees]     
); 
 
<MakeTurnCmd> =  
( 
    make {command=make_turn} <LeftRight> {:value=@turn_degrees} 
    ( 
        <Ninety> 
      | 
        <One> [hundred and] <Eighty> 
      | 
        <Two> [hundred and] <Seventy> 
      | 
        <Three> [hundred and] <Sixty> 
    ) 
    [degrees]     
); 
 
<AltimeterCmd> = 
( 
    altimeter {command=altimeter:value=@altimeter} 
    ( 
        <InchesOfHG> 
      | 
        <Millibars> 
    ) 
  | 
    set standard altimeter  {command=altimeter:value=2992} 
); 
 
<ShowMapCmd> = 
( 
    show map norfolk i l s runway (twenty three | two three) 
{command=show_map:value=norfolk_approach} 
  | 
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    show map langley i l s runway [zero] eight 
{command=show_map:value=langley_approach} 
  | 
    show map langley airport {command=show_map:value=langley_airport} 
#  | 
#    show pre landing checklist {command=show_map:value=pre_land_checklist} 
); 
 
<HideMapCmd> = 
( 
    hide (map | checklist) {command=hide_map}  
); 
 
<ReconfigureCmd> = 
( 
    (reconfigure | configure) [aircraft] for go around 
{command=reconfigure:value=go_around}  
); 
 
#===================================================================== 
# PUBLIC GRAMMAR  
#===================================================================== 
 
public <Command>=     
 ( 
     <AutopilotCmd>             
      |  
        <SayCmd> 
      | 
        <DisplayCmd> 
      | 
        <GearCmd> 
      | 
        <FlapsCmd> 
      | 
        <HeadingCmd> 
      | 
        <RadioFrequencyCmd> 
      | 
        <TransponderCmd> 
      | 
        <NavFrequencyCmd> 
      |               
        <AltitudeCmd> 
      | 
        <ClimbCmd> 
      | 
        <DescendCmd> 
      | 
        <SpeedCmd> 
      | 
        <TrackCmd> 
      | 
        <BrakesCmd> 
      | 
        <VerticalSpeedCmd> 
      | 
        <SelectRouteCmd> 
      | 
        <FlyRouteCmd> 
      | 
        <FlyToLatLongCmd> 
      | 
        <FlyToWaypoint> 
      | 
        <SelectInitialModeCmd> 
      | 
        <SelectFinalModeCmd> 
      | 
        <FacilityFrequencyCmd> 
      | 
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        <TurnHeadingCmd> 
      | 
        <MakeTurnCmd> 
      | 
        <AltimeterCmd> 
      | 
        <ShowMapCmd> 
      | 
        <HideMapCmd> 
      | 
        <ReconfigureCmd> 
 )  
; 
 
<FirstCommand> =  
( 
    <Command> 
  | 
    <ConfirmCmd> 
  | 
    <NegativeCmd> 
); 
 
public <Multiple> = <FirstCommand> [{:}<Command> [{:}<Command>]] [disregard 
{#disregard#}]; 
public <Single> = <FirstCommand> [disregard {#disregard#}]; 
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